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INTRODUCTION

My intention in this thesis is to b e  thetical: that is to say I wish to advance a 

number of concrete proposals about the character of photography and its relation to 

science and to art respectively. I thus opt from the outset for a certain confidence about 

the possibility of our human, lingual, access to the real presence of things which may 

come over amidst the current academic mood of anxiety vis a vis language and its reach 

as somewhat old-fashioned or even out-dated. I make no apology about this initiatorial 

choice, as the belief in a reality underlying and enabling constructive cultural activity 

seems to me to be a necessary condition of all thought, including that variety of thought 

conventionally termed postmodern.

I will also within what follows re-open, in a slightly adapted form, a much 

neglected topic in the literature of photography: to wit, the argument, not (as it has at 

times in the past been formulated) that photography per. se. is art, but that some k ind  of 

photography can be art, noting along the way a few good reasons why art is itself a 

worthwhile human activity to busy oneself with.

The twin varieties of un-fashion I here espouse, of method and theme, meet 

in an overarching concern with praxis. I write about photography, as many have before 

me, not as a pure theorist but as a practising photographer. My concern is hence - 

again unapologetically - with legitimacy, with a search for the real sources of 

epistemological validity within the enterprise of photography, as a guide to my own 

activities as an art-photographer. For I find the art-photographic enterprise to be in a
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curious state: long accepted for all practical purpose as a part of the wider art-market 

photography is still nevertheless viewed from certain arcs of the critical compass with a 

persistent measure of theoretical disdain.

Such a concern with praxis dictates also a particular approach to the critical 

literature of photography, to its appropriate neighbouring disciplines, and to their nexus 

of cultural and historical relations. My interest in the various thinkers who will be 

discussed in subsequent pages of this thesis is rooted in the extent to which they throw 

light upon actual photographic states-of-affairs. Abstracting such fitful illumination from 

its historical context is, however, no simple matter, and I have chosen to attempt such 

an abstraction via a detailed consideration of Susan Sontag's version of the primary 

philosophical problem of photographic aesthetics, that is, the division therein 

encountered between 'subjective' artistic consciousness and 'objective' exterior world.

Chapter I outlines Sontag's theories on photography and on the divided 

character of photographic aesthetics, and initiates a discussion of her underlying view of 

science. Chapter II lays out an alternative theory of scientific knowing. Chapter III 

critiques Sontag's theory of photography, leaving to one side, for the moment, her view 

of photographic aesthetics, and drawing on insights from the previous chapter. Chapter 

IV is a brief methodological digression, introducing some of the authorities and some of 

the concepts used in the historical study which follows. Chapters V, VI and VII then 

discuss in considerable detail the work of two contrasting early theorists of photography, 

Henry Peach Robinson and Peter Henry Emerson Chapter VIII returns to Sontag and 

critiques her view of photographic aesthetics via insights drawn from the studies of
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Robinson and Emerson. Chapter IX takes up the theme of the historical root of 

photography's assimilation to objectivist or science-based theories of reality. Chapter X 

is less historical and more systematic in character,1 and proposes a certain view of the 

character of photography, derived in part from the prior historical study of the camera's 

origins. Chapters XI - XIII first outline and then explore vis a vis photography a theory of 

art within whose domain a more adequate and a less divided vision of the camera's 

ontological validity can be found.
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CHAPTER I: Susan Sontag's View.

1) Photo-Aesthetics as Dilemma. Susan Sontag, in Photographic Evangels,

the penultimate essay in her 'progress of essays' On Photography,2 discusses at some 

length a duality of considerable importance for the aesthetic history of photography. As 

Sontag describes it, the duality or double impulse within photography's defence of itself 

'recapitulates both of the traditional ways of radically opposing self and world' within the 

horizon of a 'reality' uniformly experienced as 'overwhelming' and 'alien'. The first such 

way in which photographers have seen themselves to be 'mastering reality' is a 'superior 

means of self-expression' characterised by ‘a fast visual anthologising' of the world, 

carried on by an 'individualised “I,”' or 'homeless private self. The second way of the 

camera's self-awareness is 'a superior means of putting the self at reality's service’ 

constituted 'by being able to relate to [the world] with detachment - bypassing the 

interfering, insolent claims of the se lf [46:119],

Further, for Sontag, the two 'ideals' of photographic picture-taking are 

'antithetical', juxtaposing, without attempting to resolve, a) 'an unavoidably solipsistic 

expression of the singular self, whereby particular images show 'an individual 

temperament, discovering itself through the camera's cropping of reality' and b) 'a 

limitless technique for appropriating the objective world' wherein photographs depict 

'realities that already exist, though only the camera can disclose them' [46:122],

The overarching aesthetic idea that allows the co-existence, uneasy though 

it may be, of the above two aspects of photography's dualistic vision of itself, is (for
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ontag) an idea of 'realism',3 whose 'program' implies merely 'a belief that reality is 

idden' [46:120], or that photography's 'system of disclosures' is 'unique' and thereby 

shows us reality as we had not seen it before' [46:119].

In these passages On Photography, Sontag asserts a sharp philosophical 

iilemma in the history of photographers' own descriptions of the camera's 'moral and 

lesthetic mission' [46:115], Upon one horn of the dilemma stands the photographer's 

artistic self: upon the other his circumambient visible world: and each horn represents a 

specific locus of explanation, which must if pursued contradict and exclude the other. 

i/Ve can I think without doing material damage to Sontag's own terminology, christen 

these two views of the nature of photographic 'realism' the subjectivist position and the 

objectivist position.

Sontag's twin-horned analysis is not without polemical intent: it embodies a 

moment in her progress towards a particular opinion, not merely of photographic 

aesthetics, but of the photographic endeavour in its entirety, and of the utility of that 

endeavour within the characteristic epistemological structures of late capitalist society.

2) The Potentialities and Employments of Photography. Sontag's perception of

a duality in past descriptions of photography's nature is reflected in her identification, in 

the conclusive essay On Photography, of a duality within the camera's potentiality, and a 

corresponding duality within its socioeconomic and political function.

Sontag claims that ‘capitalist society requires a culture based on images', 

and, further, that this requirement has a dual source: the need to encourage material
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consumption in order to neutralise the pain of political inequality, and the need to collect 

and store data in order to 'exploit natural resources, increase productivity, keep order, 

make war, give jobs to bureaucrats' [46:178]. Each of these two separate and distinct 

kinds of demands on photography entails a different epistemological stance and a 

different set of socioeconomic and/or political contexts. The first such stance Sontag 

terms 'the aesthetic view of reality' [46:176] or the way of 'spectacle' [46:178], which 

finds itself within 'that mythical space known as private life' [46:177]. The second sort of 

knowing is 'the instrumental view of reality' [46:176], dedicated to 'surveillance' [46:178], 

and deployed within the arena of 'public' life, the space 'of power - of the state, of 

industry, of science' [46:177], That which, within photography, corresponds to this split 

between the ‘private’ and the ‘public’, between ‘the aesthetic’ and ‘the instrumental’, 

between ‘spectacle’ and ‘surveillance’, is The camera's twin capacities, to subjectivise 

reality and to objectify i t ' [46:178, my italics].

So within the terms of Sontag's polemic, the camera is uniquely fitted by 

two of its potentialities to the polarised epistemological condition of capitalist society. 

On the one hand, photography ‘subjectivises’ what it frames, allowing us to fill the 'free 

space' of private life with entertainment, by the creation or consumption of 'exercises in 

sensibility' [46:177]. On the other hand, photography 'objectifies’, making our behaviour 

as workers and citizens of the corporate state more actual and more vividly present - 

and thus more open to control. Moreover, the camera knits these two socioeconomic 

and political functions neatly together, coalescing them in the 'democratic' praxis of 'the 

meta-arts or media' [46:149] and effectively disguising the state's double intention.
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A further effect of photography's inclusion within the 'democratic' and 

obfuscatory practices of an 'essentially contentless' [46:149] mass media, combined with 

the camera's 'voraciousness' [46:146], the contextually determined meaning of particular 

photographs, and their fluidity of meaning as they flit from context to context [46:106], is 

to 'render... art obsolete' [46:148], by laying waste the delicate distinctions 'between 

authentic and fake, between original and copy, between good taste and bad taste' upon 

which real - and necessarily 'elitist' - art depends [46:149], Yet despite her analysis of 

photography’s adverse effect upon the fine arts, Sontag does not at first deny the 

camera's own claim to art-status, grudgingly admitting that 'photography generates 

works that can be called art' [46:148]. However, by the time Sontag reaches her 

conclusion, whatever vestigial legitimacy art-photographs retain for her is outweighed by 

the inclusion of the entire photographic enterprise within the mediatorial praxis of the 

corporate state. The only hope for the camera lies not within photography itself, but in 

the literary, intellectual and social context wherein the meanings of images become 

fixed: in a redirection of 'the function of the image-world created by cameras’ [46:178] 

toward a new photographic 'ecology', devoted to discovering 'a better way for the real 

world to include the one of images' [46:180],

3) The Employments of 'On Photography'. First published as a series of

essays in The New York Review of Books between 1973 and 1977, On Photography 

came out in book form in 1977, and has since proven to be of considerable utility for 

photographic criticism. Alan Trachtenberg described the book's reception thus:

'The photographic community responded...as if a vile secret had been ferreted
from the closet: that the capital of modernist notions of photography as a
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privileged source of new “truth,” was...poisoned by its complicity with the slick 
voyeurism, and the aggressive self-indulgence...engendered by consumer 
capitalism.' [48:201]

Although - as Trachtenberg notes - many in the photographic community 

found Sontag's insights uncongenial,4 others, situated against the ‘modernist’ tradition 

(like Trachtenberg himself) or within the Marxist tradition, responded more favourably. 

John Berger, also in 1978, devoted a major article to Sontag's book, approving her anti

capitalist stance, tentatively asserting the possession by 'a few great photographs' [7:61] 

of something like a Marxist awareness of history, and widening out the space left by 

Sontag for the contextual legitimation of art-photography, in a call for the construction of 

a socialist literary 'radial system... around the photograph' [7:63],

Beyond these initial evaluations of On Photography, Joel Eisenger, with the 

benefit of hindsight, calls Sontag's book 'the first full-blown American statement of post

modernist photographic theory' [15:258]: and if we accept - in clarification of Eisenger's 

statement - that one of the defining strands of 'postmodernism' is the presence of a 

hermeneutic of suspicion directed to the truth claims of modern science-based theories 

of reality, On Photography - firstly - does indeed possess such a hermeneutic (although 

as we shall see shortly Sontag's critique of science is not as radical as it at first seems 

to be) and - secondly - is indeed seminal to the work of a number of other and later 

thinkers about the photographic endeavour.

John Tagg's Foucaultesque examinations of the power relations inherent in 

the institutional and scientific uses of photographs owns a parallel in Sontag's notion of 

the camera's ‘objectifying’ potential in the service of ‘the instrumental view of reality’.5
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Victor Burgin has traversed the Freudian terrain offered by the photograph as ‘spectacle’ 

or as ‘an exercise in sensibility’.6 Allan Sekula has worked towards his own more 

positive version of a Marxist ‘ecology of the image’, and theorised on the invention of 

art-photographic meaning as a form of bourgeois ideology.7 Douglas Crimp has looked 

at how the 'museumisation' of photography has re-invented the meanings of specific 

photographs,8 recalling Sontag’s comments on the same subject [46:131-138],

4) Sontag - Science and Objectivity. My final concern in this chapter is with

the latter of Sontag's two ‘capitalist’ epistemological strategies - with conventional 

applied science seen as the ’instrumental’ view of reality. Science as an ’instrumental’ 

epistemological stance is associated, by Sontag, with the exercise of the various kinds 

of power typical of the corporate state - the power to control workers, to manipulate the 

natural environment, and more generally to police the borders of capitalism. Further, 

photography's place in furthering the ends of science - alongside the ends of ’industry’ 

and 'the state’ - is to 'arm vision’ or ’to objectify’.

Here, we begin to see Sontag's hermeneutic of suspicion at work, marked 

by her use as a verb of a word that is - customarily, in relation to science - an adjective: 

the verb 'to objectify  in place of the adjective 'objective'. Where a previous generation 

of thinkers might have noted the purpose of science as being to disclose objective states 

of affairs, for Sontag the purpose of science is to objectify (no matter, for the moment, 

that this end is accomplished for science by photography). In other words, where from 

within the standard version of scientific epistemology things have objective existence as 

a cosmic given or as an inalienable possession, for Sontag 'objective' existence is an
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invention or an attribution. Where earlier thinkers gave to science their trust, and gave 

to the scientific explanations of things an enhanced epistemological and ontological 

status, Sontag gives to science her suspicion, and gives to the products of science a 

merely pragmatic and exploitative role. In her understanding of science as 

'objectificatory' rather than 'objective' Sontag is declaring herself free of the old illusion of 

scientific 'objectivity'. The question that now needs to be asked, is, simply, how free is 

Sontag? To what extent has she actually escaped from the myth of objectivity, and 

more broadly, from the kinds of explanation that science offers?

In old-fashioned and yet still common usage, the terms 'subjective' and 

'objective' exhibit an intellectual deformation best described as a superimposition of the 

problem of the relation between the individual and the universal upon the root problem of 

the typical character of 'subjects' and 'objects' within a cosmic totality. So, should a 

proposition be said to be subjective, two meanings are present: firstly that it is a mental 

construct, the possession of a human knowing subject, and secondly that it is an 

individual perception, without effective hold on public truth or on prime actual states-of- 

affairs in the cosmos. Whereas and contrariwise should a proposition be said to be 

objective this can mean firstly and simply that it applies to an object of human 

experience, and/or secondly something more complex and grandiose: that the truth of 

the proposition in question transcends human consciousness, including (crucially) that of 

the individual making the proposition, and concomitantly that the proposition applies in 

an unmediated way to the object-as-such, that is, is a statement of universal truth, true 

of its 'object' in all places and at all times.
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And that which Sontag is (implicitly) opposing is not in fact the ‘objectivity1 of 

scientific explanations but their universality. Her desire is not to deny that science deals 

with the objects of human experience but to deny the reach of science, to limit testable, 

hypothetical reasoning to mere effectual proficiency: the 'instrumental' knowing of 

science does not touch actual cosmic states of affairs, says Sontag, it just tells us what 

things are good for, how we can use them to our own ends,

And we can at this juncture ask a second, correlative question of Sontag: 

how coherent is her attempt to limit the compass of science to the sphere of (mere) 

exploitation? In order to answer both of these questions - how free is Sontag of the 

kinds of explanation that science offers, and how unequivocal or uncontradictory is her 

move to limit science to the 'instrumental' way of knowing things - a more detailed 

examination of the myth of 'objectivity' and of the real character of scientific 

explanations, has clearly become necessary.
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CHAPTER II: The Character of Scientific Knowing.

To reiterate, in the duality 'objective/ subjective', the historically dominant 

pole has been the idea of 'objective' knowledge as knowledge which applies to some 

regular aspect of exterior states of affairs in the cosmos, transcends the mind of its 

possessor, and is universal, i.e. holds for all time and in all places. The propagation of 

such an idea of knowledge has (indeed) been a highly successful legitimatory strategy of 

modern science, and in an intellectual milieu dominated by the push towards 'objective' 

understanding, 'subjective' knowledge has tended towards the position of rejected other, 

that is to say, towards the position of a kind of knowledge fatally limited by its inclusion 

within the realm of individuated or encultured human consciousness. To put this same 

strategy in other words, the defence of science within the general culture maintains that 

'objective' knowledge alone dominates or exhausts the realm of public awareness, whilst 

'subjective' knowledge is held down to the realm of private experience.

One source, worthy of contemplation (albeit not without ambiguity), of the

notion of 'objective' knowledge is John Locke's An Essay Concerning Human

Understanding. In the judgement of the eminent cultural historian Basil Willey:

'The Newtonian world-picture, and John Locke's picture of the mind, came to be, 
in the eighteenth century, the normal possession of the educated and enlightened 
of Europe...the subsequent course of European philosophy consists largely of a 
series of attempts to clear up the ambiguities of Locke's terminology, and to 
surmount the difficulties created for him by his presuppositions., he may truly be 
called, after Descartes, the founder of modem philosophy.' [50:265]

The Essay was first published in 1689, and Locke's intention in the book is to determine:

'.. .how far the understanding can extend its view; how fa r  it has faculties to attain 
certainty; and in what cases it can only judge...' [12:26, my italics].
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According to the historian of aesthetics Meyer Abrams the actual lingual 

term s  'objective' and 'subjective' were imported into English usage from German 

idealism in the second decade of the nineteenth century [ / 242]. Under the impact of 

positivism 'objectivity' as an ideal then came to redefine and crystallise Locke's original 

search for epistemological certainty, holding the more radical conclusions of the 

empiricist programme of doubt about human knowledge at bay whilst initiating a spirited 

defence of the scientific profession. Real and certain knowledge about exterior reality 

became under the sway of 'objectivity' more attainable than Locke had seemed to 

suggest, and at the same time the rarefied possession of an educated scientific elite. In 

the European and American cultural atmosphere of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries this scientific hijacking of the high ground of knowledge had a subtly 

draining effect upon the common perception of the public availability of meaning.

The Dutch Calvinian tradition sets itself in opposition to the scientified 

Lockeian assumption of a relative paucity of reliable meaning, and cleaves instead to an 

awareness of the fullness - or inexhaustible ubiquitous presence - of meaning.9 The 

'given' or the epistemological ground of Calvinian philosophy is not a faith in the 

'certainty' of science but a belief in the integrity of everyday living and knowing. Around 

the epistemological space marked out by scientific analysis the human business of life 

goes on, in its established rhythms of procreation and birth, of learning and growing, of 

working and resting, of getting and spending, of marrying and generation. So for every 

individual thinker there is something before science and before philosophy, a certain 

initially inarticulate heart-orientation or commitment, brought away from a life prior or 

circumambient to the theoretical enterprise. Dostoevsky's underground man artfully
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illustrates the normality and necessity of such a heart-commitment in his own heart-felt

and grievous lack of it:

'1 repeat...emphatically: all...men of action, are active because they are stupid and 
limited...in consequence of their limitations they take immediate, but secondary, 
causes for primary ones, and thus they are more quickly and easily convinced 
than other people that they have found indisputable grounds for their action, and 
they are easy in their minds...After all, in order to act, one must be absolutely sure 
of oneself...But how am I...to be sure of myself? Where are the primary causes 
on which I can take my stand, where are my foundations?...I practice thinking, 
and consequently each of my primary causes pulls along another, even more 
primary, in its wake, and so on ad infinitum. This is really the essence of all 
thinking and self-awareness.' [74:26-27]

The problem for Dostoevsky's ill and angry diarist is not an absence of 

meaning but his own lack of orientation amidst an abundant richness of meaning. The 

circularity of the underground man's thinking shows not the disunity of things but their 

bewildering unity and complexity, and the inadequacy of his reason, alone and aspiring 

to self-sufficiency, in the face of such close inter-relatedness. Within Calvinian thought 

this complex inter-relationality of all life is summed up in the pivotal notion of modal 

coherence, to which philosophy, epistemology, and science all must answer.

Modal coherence entails the awareness - contra Locke and much of the 

Western philosophical tradition - that the 'things' of this world do not possess fixed 

intrinsic ‘natures’ and ‘properties', identifiable in isolation from the push and pull of the 

life within which we encounter them. A 'thing' within the Calvinian schema is instead a 

given and mysteriously integral wholeness, the character of which is never completely 

definable and can only ever be explored by way of the 'thing’s' functional relationality to 

other ‘things'. Meaning is found only as the 'thing' on which our interest is focused 

functions within the multifarious (though analytically separable) God-ordained contexts
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of existence: the numerical, the physical, the biotic, the economic, the social, the legal, 

etc. The many created and able-to-be-encountered things-in-the-world exhibit a law- 

abiding and distinctly variegated (or ‘modal’) character, and are bound into a cosmic 

unity via a coherent structure of subject to subject and subject to object relationships.

So, to reiterate, all 'things', including humans, function actively, as subjects, 

or passively, as objects, in ways relative to the various God-ordained contexts of their 

existence. To take two examples of the logic of Calvinian subject/ object relationships:

a) a ‘natural’ thing like a flower has subject (active) functions in the quantitive, 

spatial, kinematic, physical and biotic spheres of life, and qua daffodil (to sharpen the 

example) has an object (passive) function in an aesthetic context. If hot-house grown, 

cut, sold, and given by one member of the society of lovers of Wordsworth to another of 

the opposite sex, that same daffodil exhibits a range of other object functions: 

economic, social, ethical, linguistic.

b) the meaning which a certain kind of yellowish rock owns for an actively 

prospecting human subject is owned passively, i.e. the rock is an economic object within 

the human world the prospector inhabits. However, should a sizeable lump of that same 

kind of rock fall upon the prospector in the course of his explorations, in that instant he 

loses his status as a prospecting human subject and becomes instead the passive 

object of the rock's own physical or kinetic subjectivity.

Against this background awareness of our place within a creationally given, 

modal structure of subject/ object relations, scientific thought stands forth as being in 

itself problematic - to Calvinian philosophy - because in the attitude of science:
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'...the logical function...is opposed to the non-logical aspects of experience as its 
theoretical resistant.' [75:11:433]

Herman Dooyeweerd's characterisation of the theoretical enterprise 

introduces two further insights, to do with the character a) of scientific knowledge and b) 

of the human consciousness which processes such knowledge.

a) To know some-one-thing scientifically is to cut it loose from its moorings in 

our everyday life, and in a justifiable attempt to define precisely the laws which govern 

one specific way in which the thing is, e.g. as an organic, or a physical, or a legal entity, 

deliberately to value one set of its intra-modal relationships over the intricate web of 

inter-modal relationships which define the totality of its meaning. Scientific knowledge is 

thus necessarily partial and abstractive in kind.

b) The consciousness which knows scientifically is also modally limited, that is, 

it admits of only one way of knowledge, the way of logic. Abstraction works via 'a 

process of disjunction and opposition' [73:11:433], whereby (say) the specifically organic 

life of plants is subordinated to the rational processes of thought. To then assert the 

'objective' or universal validity of the conclusions of such analytic abstraction is to give to 

the disjunctive, oppositional, and determinative logical methods of science an all- 

consuming priority over their object, or to assert a scientific exhaustion of meaning 

wherein a certain falsity can be recognised: and so the unselfconscious prioritisation of 

logic in the processes of scientific inquiry erects behind or over the things of this world 

an often unrecognised universal epistemological subject.

In sum, the dogmatic belief in scientific autonomy or 'objectivity', with its 

denial of all a priori assumptions, is thrice vulnerable. Firstly, because all analysis
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begins from some-one in some-place and at some-time, and imports into science at the 

hypothetical level understandings drawn from the scientist's circumambient being as a 

living, breathing, loving, working, marrying, voting, procreating, female or male human 

self. Secondly because all science deals with entitary realities via one single strand or 

aspect of the total meaning of the particular entity under examination and is thereby both 

partial and abstractive. And thirdly and most crucially because behind the assertion of 

'objectivity', with its locating of all epistemological validity in the object of scientific 

investigation, lurks a universalised logically-knowing subject.

Contrariwise, the Calvinian defence of 'pre-scientific' understanding 

repositions scientific knowledge in necessary tension with a concrete other-than-logical 

self, a living human individual subject, and deprives such knowledge of its pretensions to 

an epistemological status beyond the reach of human consciousness. Science is not, 

however, thereby deprived of public validity. For within the terms of the same Calvinian 

argument, the actively learning pre-scientific individual self is imbedded within a range of 

ontologically valid routes to knowledge, given in the aspectual structure of subject/ 

object relationships.

The Calvinian revaluation of ordinary experience thus contains a crucial 

double insight. 'Public' scientific or logically qualified knowledge of the world exists in a 

necessary relationship with a non-logical 'private' self. Such a 'private' self, however, is 

formed in the push and pull of ordinary, non-scientific, 'a-logical' albeit equally 'public' 

experience. That which distinguishes the scientific from other kinds of 'public' 

knowledge is, solely and simply, the drive towards logical precision, and 'science' is
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thereby relocated within the Calvinian tradition as a legitimate human institution with the 

limited goal of the precise understanding of the disciplinarily given aspects of particular 

objects or states-of-affairs in the cosmos. And in consequence of this Calvinian 

relocation of science, scientific explanations are deprived of their claim to exhaust the 

possibilities of 'public' knowledge.

The artificiality and inefficacy of the contrast ‘subjective/ objective', in its 

most usual sense of private/ public, or individual/ universal, now stands revealed: 

knowledge can approach neither the condition of 'subjectivity' nor the condition of 

'objectivity', because the public or universal dimension of life only ever discloses itself 

via the private or individual, and the private or individual only reaches expression via the 

public or universal. And neither is it a matter of noting positions on some ideal scale 

between 'subjectivity' and 'objectivity': the normative weight of a mathematical theorem 

or a mechanical principle is neither greater nor lesser than than that of a Shakespearean 

sonnet or one of Blake's poems: they simply speak of different things, or play along 

different, but equally valid, epistemological byways.
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CHAPTER III: Sontag Reconsidered (A): Theory of Photography.

Introduction: We can now note a certain congruence and a certain divergence

between the views of scientific knowing put forward by Sontag on the one hand and - on 

the other hand - by Dooyeweerd, Seerveld, Clouser, and other thinkers within the 

Calvinian philosophical tradition. Sontag and the Calvinian thinkers agree in denying to 

science the universalistic pretensions embedded within the notion of 'objectivity'. 

However, the degree of their respective denials of the ontic reach of science differs 

markedly. For Sontag, to recap, science is seen purely in terms of its contemporary 

(pragmatist) devotion to control and exploitation, on behalf of corporate capitalism. The 

‘knowing’ of science - lined up within the photographic 'ideology of realism' [46:123] 

alongside the ‘knowing’ of art - is here enclosed within an implicit Marxian notion of false 

consciousness. The scientific explanations of things are thereby (albeit not 

unambiguously) deprived of ontic reach: science, for Sontag, misses the point. 

Whereas in the Calvinian tradition scientific knowing is not abolished to some outer 

darkness of (exploitative) futility but is instead repositioned, in tension with productive 

human subject-consciousness, and science is thereby seen to be fallible, partial, and 

abstractive in kind, but still nonetheless ontically valid.

However, despite Sontag's dismissal of the kind of knowing which the 

scientific endeavour produces, her own knowing belongs, I believe, within the selfsame 

epistemological category. Her analysis of photography is itself scientific in character: by 

which is meant two things - 1) that Sontag thinks abstractively and from within the 

bounds of a popularised but nevertheless specific scientific discipline, and 2) that her
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theory describes and judges the character of human consciousness (as 'ideology') via 

factors external to consciousness Sontag is, in other words, an objectiv/sf.10

1) Sontag's Reductionism. The intellectual fulcrum of On Photography is the

statement that 'A capitalist society requires a culture based on images', because:

The production of images...furnishes a ruling ideology. Social change is 
replaced by a change in images. The freedom to consume a plurality of images 
and goods is equated with freedom itself. The narrowing of free political choice 
to free economic consumption requires the unlimited production and 
consumption of images.' [46:178-179]

In this passage Sontag touches her Marxian base. Underlying her theory of

photography is a Marxian economic and political concept: photography is alienated

labour. For Marx, the nineteenth century capitalist (factory) system resulted, for the

proletarian class, in 'the dehumanisation of work':

'This means simply that the object produced by man's labor - its product - now 
confronts him in the shape of an alien thing, a power independent of the producer.
The product of labor is labor given embodiment in a material form; this product is 
the objectification of labor. The performance of work is thus at the same time its 
objectification. In the sphere of political economy, the performance of work 
appears as a material loss, a departure from reality for the worker; objectification 
appears both as deprivation of the object and enslavement to it; and appropriation 
of the product by others as alienation.' [26:95]

The applicability to photography of the Marxian concept of alienated labour 

appears somewhat restricted at first sight by the fact that the actual economic 

circumstance of the photographers discussed by Sontag was clearly very distant from 

the condition of the nineteenth century factory workers upon whom Marx based his 

original analysis. However, in the ramifications of Marx's theory, the alienation of labour 

on the level of the economic substructure of society has a retroactive alienative effect
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upon the whole of the society which tolerates the injustices of the capitalist economic 

system, such that all workers subscribe to, on the superstructural or cultural level - the 

level of formed intellectual expression - the construction of a hedge of rationalisations or 

a bourgeois ruling 'ideology' around their economic and political activities.

Sontag's identification of the false and contradictory 'ideology of realism' - 

which 'ideology' justifies the photographic praxis of 'self and of 'world', of 'spectacle' and 

of 'surveillance', and contributes to the central 'ruling ideology' - partakes of both of the 

kinds of alienation noted by Marx. Photography is both dehumanised work in its direct 

form (albeit in a slightly disguised or 'bourgeois-ised' variant) and also a crucial element 

within the bourgeois rationalistic (superstructural) defence of such work. The 'ideology' 

of photography (i.e. the photographer's own description of his labour) is thus for Sontag 

on two counts 'a departure from reality for the worker', i.e. a strained and delusory 

attempt to inject worth back into what has, in the hands of the capitalist ruling class, 

become worth/ess. Photography's defence of itself is by this argument the expression of 

false or politically uninformed consciousness. In opposition to the ideologically slanted 

false consciousness of 'realist' photographers, Sontag maintains that the ultimate reality 

is the reality of capitalist economic determination - a tightly drawn spider's web within 

which photography is (unknowingly) caught and consumed.

A fully adequate response to Sontag has thus to take particular account of 

her borrowing of the specifically Marxian concept of the relation between 'alienated 

labour' as economic substructure and 'ideology' (as the product of alienated labour) on 

the level of the cultural superstructure
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I do not doubt Sontag's major premise that photography in its use within 

contemporary mass media is colonised by the typical epistemological strategies of 

corporate capitalism (whatever they may actually be). However, I find her subtextual 

division of society into a material (economic) base and an intellectual superstructure, 

and the conclusion which she draws from that, to wit, that the camera's potential is 

exhausted by photography's status as alienated labour, somewhat strained and unlikely. 

For one thing, Sontag here asks of her readers that they take (contradictorily) her own 

rationalistic and intellectual conclusions about the character of photography as being 

more worthy of consideration than the statements arising out of the actual intimate 

working experience of real workers behind the camera.

And moreover, to return to the main line of my argument, seen from the 

vantage point of Calvinian philosophy Sontag's central Marxian and politico-economic 

thesis On Photography suffers from a distinct scientific reductionism - to understand 

which we need first to return to the matter of the previous chapter and see how it is that 

the Calvinian awareness of a modal coherence within our ordinary experience of things 

leads to a particular vision of science and of philosophy.

The variegated ways that things are present to human consciousness offer 

to the theoretician a complex and multiform set of exploratory options - numerical, 

kinetic, physical, biotic, psychical, social, economic, political, historical, ethical, lingual, 

aesthetic. In other words, in Calvinian thought, the disciplinary structure of the sciences 

(though no doubt at times and in places subject to the vagaries and sinfulnesses of 

intellectual history) owns at root a taxonomic logic rooted in the ontic realities of daily
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life. The special task of particular scientific disciplines is by this logic established: 

leaving to philosophy the guardianship of the whole, that is, the matter of the inter- 

relational cosmic totality of the implications of our ordinary experience, and of the ways 

in which particular contexts of meaning relate to one another.

We can now see quite clearly that the impetus behind the glittering facade 

of Sontag's thought is an abstraction of, or theoretical concentration upon, the one or 

two sciences dealing with politico-economic states-of-affairs: she reads the entitary 

matter of the camera through merely one of the many possible ways in which the 

camera actually functions vis a vis human consciousness. Sontag's analysis, whilst it 

has a certain scientific validity, fails philosophically because it fails to reach toward the 

real totality of photography's meaning: her theory is, in other words, uni-dimensional.

2) Sontag's Objectivism. In Roy Clouser's Calvinian view, 'objectivism' and

'subjectivism' are:

'...contrary answers to the question, “What is the source of the laws which give 
orderliness to creation?” Whereas the objectivist locates the source of order in 
the objects of human experience, the subjectivist locates the order in the human 
mind as the knowing subject.' [77:208]

And Calvin Seerveld notes that ‘Objectivist’ philosophers:

'.. have recognised that there are perceptibles (like colours and sounds) or 
measurables (like proportions and velocities) which are not reducible to specific 
subject-functionings of things correlative to such qualities;...such philosophers 
believe that these sensible or mathematical object-functionings of things...are 
indeed the most permanent states of affairs...’ [J7:138]

Insofar and just as long as scientists recognise the limited, abstractive, and 

highly specific character of each of their various pursuits, science is neither objectivist
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nor subjectivist. However when science becomes scientism - when scientists urge their 

conclusions about aspectual states of affairs upon the totality of life - their empiricistic 

predilection for measurable exterior matters results in a necessarily objectivist kind of 

theory about reality. And Sontag's abstraction of the perceptible and measurable effects 

upon photography of politico-economic states-of-affairs - wherein photography functions 

not as an active subject but as a passive object - and subsequent pressing of her 

conclusions upon the totality of the photographic endeavour, places her quite clearly as 

a critical (if not a philosophical) objectivist. That is, and within her own less rigorously 

philosophical terms, Sontag's own view of things is prejudiced towards the world and 

away from the self.

Conclusion: We noted at the outset of this analysis a hermeneutic of suspicion

operant within Sontag's theory of photography. Her suspicion expresses itself - in part - 

as the assertion of photography's 'objectificatory' function on behalf of 'science', wherein 

the 'objective' or more properly universal existence of particular states of affairs is seen 

to be not the inalienable possession of such states of affairs but rather an invention, 

concealing a deeper capitalistic motive. However, in the light of Sontag's actual, 

scientified, politico-economic (reductive) objectivism, we can now see that her disdainful 

description of 'science' as the 'instrumental' view of reality involves not - as might be 

supposed - her dwelling in or possession of some realm beyond science, but the 

equivocal and contradictory relativisation of a range of practical scientific disciplines to 

another, Marxian and thus - in the academic climate of her times - a more politically 

acceptable kind of science.11 And in a further and final irony, the logical corollary of her
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reductionism is her de facto assumption of the universal ontic reach of politico- 

economics. Whilst she denies the validity of 'objectivity (in its most usually understood 

sense) at one level in her theorising, at another level she accepts something very like 

'objectivity' in a totally uncritical fashion.

Sontag's reductive suspicion is directed equally - albeit somewhat absent- 

mindedly - at art. Although she clearly wishes, early in her progress of essays, to give 

some theoretical space to '...the traditional fine arts and the traditional norms of taste' 

[46:147], she never discusses the relation of the fine arts - in their prior, pre

photographic state - to the ideologically slanted 'aesthetic view of reality' which finds 

itself within ‘that mythical space known as private life'. The 'aesthetic view of reality' 

thus inhabits a zone of alienated leisure, parallel to the world of alienated labour 

conterminous with 'the instrumental view of reality'. And just as Sontag's identification of 

photography's 'objectificatory' function - in the service of an ideologically conditioned 

(instrumental) 'surveillance' - rebounds upon her view of science, so does her notion of 

the camera's subjectificatory function - in subjugation to the false consciousness of 

(aesthetic) 'spectacle' - retroactively inflect and damage her view of art.

Sontag, in brief, whilst setting out under the banner of the Marxian concepts 

of 'alienation' and of ’ideology' to slay the dragon of photography, manages to lay waste 

the entire cultural landscape. And more specifically, whilst she sharply and usefully 

illuminates photography's emplacement within the commercial and indeed in many ways 

corrupt practices of the advertising-led mass media, she encounters photography merely 

as a politico-economic vehicle and fails to properly consider it as aesthetic practice.
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Epilogue: The demonstration of a reductionist and obfuscatory politico-

economic scientism at work in Sontag's theory of photography does not, of itself, 

demolish her position vis a vis the history of photographic aesthetics. Her identification 

of a dualistic 'subjectivist/ objectivist' split in the history of photography's self-defence 

owns a certain independent validity, and so demands to be independently scrutinised. 

However, any fair consideration of her theory needs to attempt some analytical account 

of, if not the whole history of photographic aesthetics, at least some few representative 

figures within that history. The next four chapters represent just such an attempt. The 

length of this digression has been necessitated by the real lack, within the literature, of 

any studies - of particular photographers and photo-aestheticians - which demonstrate a 

degree of philosophical self-confidence equal to Sontag's own.
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CHAPTER IV: Historical Method in Photographic Aesthetics.

I shall begin this short chapter by stating the obvious: photographers are 

not philosophers. Of the two influential early camera practitioners whom I shall be 

discussing in the next three chapters, H.P. Robinson (1830-1901) and P.H. Emerson 

(1856-1936), the first was English by birth and upbringing and the second English by 

upbringing alone. Each of these thinkers evinces a certain characteristic bluff English 

distaste for too much abstraction and each, also, displays a tendency to borrow the 

truisms of contemporary critical theory - terms often indelicately wrenched from their 

original contexts, whose reference is imprecise at best, and which were also undergoing 

considerable contemporary revision - and employ such commonplaces with little 

awareness of either their original meaning or their changing discursive context. In the 

lack of the writers' own detailed theoretical self-consciousness, analytical attention has 

perforce to be directed to a process of: i) interior contextualisation, examining the 

relative importance given to particular borrowed terms within the whole structure of a 

given text: and ii) exterior contextualisation, directing attention to each thinkers' milieu, 

that is, to his critical authorities and to the thought tradition which informs his work.

The methodological requirement of exterior contextualisation demands 

much of the apprentice scholar, requiring as it does, in this instance, a detailed 

understanding of nineteenth century philosophical, critical, and aesthetic traditions. 

Comprehension appears to rest upon a shifting and uncertain body of historical thought, 

and can all too easily evaporate in an infinite regress of further study. In order to arrest 

such regress in my own work I have chosen to borrow essential insights into the
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complexities of nineteenth century thought and artistic practice from two books: Linda 

Nochlin's detailed and well-articulated study of French painterly Realism (of which more 

anon), and Meyer Abrams' Mirror and Lamp, a work of formidable and enduring 

scholarship based in an allied field, that of poetics. Specifically, vis a vis the latter of 

these two books, I want to draw attention to Abrams' dimensioning of critical theories. 

Art-criticism generally, says Abrams, thinks outwards from the artifact along a number of 

fixed axes - to the universe: to the audience: to the artist's self: to the internal logic of 

other works - and prioritises one such axis whilst marginalising the others. For my own 

purposes, it is the first and third of these critical orientations which are of interest, 

christened by Abrams as a) the mimetic, and b) the expressive.

a) Mimetic theories are 'the explanation of art as essentially an imitation of 

aspects of the universe’ [1:8]. For Abrams, the productive metaphor or archetypal 

analogy operative at the root of the mimetic theory of art is that of the mirror [7:31],

b) Expressive theories are for Abrams a characteristic outgrowth of English 

Romanticism. The definitive expressive theorist is Wordsworth, and his statement in the 

Preface to his Lyrical Ballads of 1800, that "Poetry...is the spontaneous overflow of 

powerful feelings" the announcement of a significant shift in analytical interest whereby 

the person of the artist came to dominate critical interest [7:31].

We can see, initially, that Sontag's ‘subjectivist’ category of photographic 

art-theory bears some resemblance to Abrams' ‘expressive’ category of art-criticism, as 

her ‘objectivist’ category approximates to his ‘mimetic’ category. However, it is worth 

noting in general at this stage that Sontag's terms are more philosophically articulated
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than Abrams’ - these being more open and flexible classifications of analytical points of 

view For example, the ‘object’ depicted in an art-work as viewed in the ‘mirror’ of 

mimetic theory, for Abrams, can be any aspect of a given world-view, from Platonic 

ideas to brute positivist facts [7:35-46]: whereas Sontag's ‘objectivist’ orientation is 

clearly intended to delineate an approach to picturing the things in the world as they 

stand markedly distinct from and outside of the artist's own individual self.

Alongside Abrams' useful taxonomy of critical theory and Nochlin's 

examination of Realism, I have chosen to adopt Calvin Seerveld's periodising of late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth century art-history. However, given 'the bitterly 

contested reality of historical period' [43:54] this requires some explanatory qualification:

'Cultural periods, like Renaissance, Enlightenment, Positivism... - which 
are not a class of chronology - occur disjunctively, and are uncanny historical 
forces apriori conditioning, almost environmentally, empowering and ruining, 
abetting, directing, thwarting what happens as the work of human hands - art, 
philosophy, war, church doctrine, whatever.' [45:58]

'Because there normally are contending cultural leaders and because 
various arts...have differing pace and often perform at various levels of 
submission to the dominant cultural spirit, the homogeneity of a period is not 
some one prime characteristic... But periods can be roughly dated somewhere; 
periods can run simultaneously, though they do not recur; and...[their] more-than- 
individual hold on people...is historically real, as real a compelling force as 
Nazism, for example, or Hellenism.' [42:148]

The specific 'periods' or in Seerveld's more serviceable terminology the 

cultural dynamics which will concern me are: neoclassical Idealism: Romantic Idealism: 

and positivistic Impressionism.12 As we shall see in more detail in the next three 

chapters, the general milieu of H.P. Robinson's view of photography was a synthesis of 

intellectual motifs drawn from neoclassical and Romantic Idealism, whilst P.H. 

Emerson's thought, with all of its many confusing twists and turns, can nevertheless be
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seen to be questioning the intellectual horizons of a single cultural dynamic, that of 

‘positivistic Impressionism'.

However, in relation to the last of these three 'uncanny historical forces', I 

need, finally in this brief chapter, to resolve a terminological clash between Nochlin and 

Seerveld. Both Seerveld's ‘positivistic Impressionism' and Nochlin's 'Realism' refer at 

root to the same authoritative moment or movement in French painting, usually 

understood to have been inaugurated (or at least firstly and most loudly publicised) by 

Gustave Courbet, and involving the stressing within the bounds of art of a complex of 

interests and observational norms drawn from contemporaneous science-based theories 

of reality. Nochlin - largely silent on the methodological problems posed by art-historical 

'periods' - sees Impressionism as a sub-category of Realism: whilst Seerveld - more 

methodologically precise - for (I assume) good philosophical reasons, prefers to avoid 

the use of the word 'Realism'. Nochlin nevertheless provides for my purposes far more 

in the way of scholarly detail, and I have therefore opted to follow her terminology, and 

not Seerveld's, whilst retaining the perception that 'Realism' describes a particular 

dynamic in cultural states of affairs.
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CHAPTER V: Henry Peach Robinson.

Introduction-. Theoretical Context and Critical Tradition. Robert Sobieszek

sees H.P. Robinson as 'perhaps the most influential voice in nineteenth century 

photography', and the author of 'the first complete photographic art theory in the English 

language' [45:v]. Sobieszek places Robinson's first book, Pictorial Effect in 

Photography, 'in the tradition of Renaissance and Post-Renaissance treatises on art' 

[45:vi], establishing principles based 'on the standard art education system of the Royal 

Academy' [45:vii], Sobieszek, further, notes Robinson's intellectual antecedents as 

Charles-Alphonse Du Fresnoy (1611-1668), Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792), and 

John Burnet (1784-1868) [45:vi]. In contrast to Sobieszek, Margaret Harker states that 

Robinson 'built a firm foundation for his theories...on the principles of the Picturesque 

Movement' [19.84], and notes Robinson's authorities as the Rev. William Gilpin (1724- 

1804), Burnet, and John Ruskin (1819-1900),13 [79:44].

Both Sobieszek and Harker place Robinson within the environs of what (for 

Seerveld) is the cultural climate of Idealism - whereof Sobieszek stresses the neoclassic 

version and Harker the Romantic. So, in more accurately delineating Robinson's 

thought-world, the crucial question is how he handles his Idealist inheritance. I shall 

deal with this via two subsidiary questions: 1) the question of reference, that is, to what 

region of being does Robinson's vision of photography point? And 2) the question of 

productive agency, that is, what is Robinson’s understanding of the nature of artistic 

consciousness, and where - for him - does such consciousness stop and the camera as 

machine take over in the act of taking or making a photograph?
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1) The Problem of Reference. Ian Jeffrey asserts that 'Robinson set out to

work with photography as though it was a limitless medium' [22.44], and Robinson's

vision of photography's field of potential meaning can indeed appear, by his insistence

on painterly rules of composition, to be as wide as that of painting itself. Sobieszek

summarises Robinson's formal pictorial ethic as:

’...oneness of purpose, story and thought; the unity of line, light and shade; a 
subordination of extraneous details to the general truthfulness of the picture; and 
a fitness...of all elements to the overall scheme'. [45:vii]

Harker describes Robinson's 'canons of art and aesthetics' in much the

same words [19.27], and both these quotes echo John Burnet [9:Pt. 1,7,29, Pt.ll,2],

Robinson's stated authority on matters of form [34:22].14 Burnet, however, sees

himself to be working out in greater detail Reynolds' principles from the Discourses

[9:Pt.l,8, Pt.lll,63], and owns no interest in 'the picturesque', whilst for Robinson:

’...every scene worth painting must have something of the sublime, the beautiful, 
or the picturesque. By its nature, photography can make no pretensions to 
represent the first, but beauty can be represented by its means, and 
picturesqueness has never had so perfect an interpreter.' [34:15],

Robinson's pictorial rules are directed by him to 'fitness and symmetry' 

[34:13], or 'harmony and unity' [34:21], Such high pictorial aspirations point us to 

Robinson's takeup of the traditional neoclassical and Romantic notion of 'ideal nature' 

[34:12] as the source of that aesthetic 'pleasure' towards which the artist's 'intention' 

[34:37] is directed: a notion which moreover integrates both painting and poetry [7:33], 

lending to poetry a concern with 'objects and events' [7:34], and to painting a certain 

narrative weight, which, in Robinson's theory of photography, emerges as a foreground 

concern with articulated 'poetry, sentiment, story' or 'subject' [33:13-14,47], However,
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'¡deal nature' is also the notion upon which Gilpin's (Romantic) 'picturesque' and 

Reynolds neoclassic 'Ideal Beauty' [32:106] make their separate, and competing, claims.

In the Idealist aesthetic tradition in which Robinson, Reynolds and Gilpin all 

(variously) participate, rules of harmonious composition are the carriers of a complex, 

continuing metaphor of art-as-mirror, a mimesis capable of reflecting significantly 

different versions of 'ideal nature', or different objects o f imitation. Each such category 

of the ideal or 'object of imitation' - the 'sublime', the 'beautiful', the 'picturesque' - as 

variously championed, holds implicit firstly a prejudice towards a particular genre of 

painting, secondly a distinct set of related formal interests, and thirdly possesses a 

particular inner descriptive logic, comprised of different kinds of selections of pleasing 

'elements in the universe' [/:36],

‘The picturesque’ as an aesthetic category was originated by Gilpin in a bid 

to give landscape painting a heightened and more distinct status in the face of Reynolds' 

prioritisation of figurative history painting [3:107, 32:117], As such, ‘the picturesque’ 

subsumed within itself its own versions of ‘the beautiful’ [3:103] and ‘the sublime’ [3:107] 

and had its own set of formal strictures [3:121-136], After some equivocation [3:101], 

Reynolds - as the crown-appointed arbiter of matters aesthetic in English cultural life 

during the late 1700s [3211] - reluctantly patronised a cut-down version of Gilpin's 

original notion [32233-234,246], placing it on a par with ‘the ornamental', Reynolds' 

preferred sub-category of ‘the beautiful’ [32116-134] So redefined, ‘the picturesque’ 

was shorn of Gilpin's pretensions to include beauty and sublimity, held down to a simple 

painterly sub-genre, and colonised by Reynolds' own formal praxis.
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The point at issue between Reynolds and Gilpin was the selection of the 

sensory particulars which comprised the inner descriptive logic of their respective 

categories of the ideal. In Reynolds’ positing of an ‘Ideal Beauty' behind visible reality 

there lurks a strong hint of neo-Platonic dogma,15 on the ultimate transcendental 

determinants of being. However, having thus adopted a quasi-Platonic stance on 

matters ultimate, Reynolds then empiricises all approach roads to the ideal. Those 

scientifically identifiable sense-qualities of objects which are of interest to the artist are 

the most 'general' or most universal qualities [32:103-107]: in Abram's words 'The 

prominent, uniform, and familiar aspects of the outer and inner world' [7:38].

Gilpin's guileless announcement of 'roughness' or 'ruggedness' as that 

which distinguishes 'picturesque beauty" from other forms of beauty [18:3-7] ran 

markedly against the spirit of Reynolds' theory. 'Roughness', for Gilpin, was - as Carl 

Paul Barbier points out - no single, simple characteristic but the central quality in a 

complex of others, including 'strong delineation, variety and irregularity, light and shade' 

[3:103], which gave picturesque beauty its peculiar formal character, and points towards 

the very different descriptive logic inherent in the picturesque ‘object of imitation': for the 

mental pleasures of art were rooted in a Romantic element in Gilpin's thinking, and 

related to elements of suggestiveness and mystery in the English landscape of the 

Iate1700s [3:139-140], Neither Gilpin's formal concerns, nor the inherent descriptive 

logic of his theory, gave to 'Ideal Beauty' quite the kind of generalised obeisance 

Reynolds thought proper, and it was for this reason that Sir Joshua (RA) assigned the 

products of ‘the picturesque' to the realm of the lesser, or the more inappropriately 

particularised, varieties of art.
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With this important analytical distinction in mind, a more detailed 

understanding of Robinson's Idealist reading of art-photography's appropriate field of 

reference can be reached: that is, an understanding which gives due weight to 

Robinson's intellectual and pictorial debt to Reynolds and to Gilpin respectively.

Firstly, Robinson's theoretical ‘picturesque’ is clearly, in its inherent 

modesty, tied down to Reynolds' ranking of painterly genres. Robinson recognises a 

certain tendency on the part of photography, a givenness to the random ungovernable 

particular [33:76-78], and - thus disqualified from the attainment of full universality - the 

photographic version of the picturesque represents for him a position within art, and yet 

one situated at a suitably respectful distance from Reynolds high neoclassical ideals.

Secondly, on the descriptive logic of Robinson's 'picturesque', we discover 

in his various texts, however, little explanatory detail. That the unity of a picture 

'expresses the harmony of the Divine mind as rendered in creation' [34:34], that the 

artist's ideal aspires to a 'perfection...in this world unknown' but perhaps achievable 'in a 

world to come' [33:72], and finally that 'true art is eternal' [33:14], Robinson is in no 

doubt: but beyond these contemporary truisms, further advance is difficult. Robinson's 

statement that 'Landscape without a figure is a suggestion unfulfilled, a fitness unused' 

[35:80], going, as it does, well beyond Gilpin's understanding of the appropriateness of 

the human figure in landscape painting [3: 137, 143-147] and reducing the role of the 

landscape itself to mere theatrical scene setting, recalls Reynolds' neoclassical 

obsession with antique statuary and his prioritisation of the human form [3 2 232-246], 

and thus hints at a possible accompanying prejudice towards Reynolds' universalist
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descriptive logic. However, when we turn to Robinson's actual photographs, a very 

different standpoint emerges.

Ian Jeffrey notes Robinson's primary photo-artistic achievement as an 

acknowledgement of 'stillness and his feeling that art should stand against the flux of 

the world' [22:46], The strategy whereby Robinson achieved ‘stillness’ relies upon the 

amplification of a mode of figure depiction borrowed from Gilpin, whose mid- or 

background figures consistently address distances invisible from the painter's point of 

view, and so integrate within his pictures an imaginative and mysterious beyond [3:137], 

related to his Romanticised version of ‘ideal nature' [3:107, 137], Robinson's foreground 

figures take up similar postures to Gilpin's mid- or background figures, or, alternatively, 

adopt stances and expressions indicative of a certain interior ‘beyondness’.16

So whilst theoretically Robinson fails to differentiate between the two 

options made available by his Idealist inheritance as to the descriptive logic which 

informs art-photography's 'picturesque' field of reference, pictorially he adopts not 

Reynolds' logic, but Gilpin's. Robinson first analytically subverts Gilpin's interest in 

landscape via Reynolds' concern with the human figure: but he then pictorially 

supplants Reynolds' notion of ‘ideal nature’ - as the divine-scientific abstract idea of a 

'universality' inherent in Greek figurative harmony - with Gilpin's Romantic vision of ‘ideal 

nature’ as expressive of the Divine-personal 'mystery' of creation.

2) The Location and Form of Productive Agency. Robinson does not prioritise

any part of the photographic process in terms of its particular access to an empiricised
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conception of ‘nature’. This refusal results in a refreshingly open attitude to method, 

which utilises sophisticated directorial skills [34:50-53,109, 35:51-56,79-85, 33:48- 

50,93-105] and complex darkroom hand-work [34:61, 35:102-107, 33:117-121].17 The 

camera, though it possesses certain limitations [34:11, 33:70,76], the perception of 

which undergirds Robinson's general modesty about the kind of art that photography 

can aspire to, is throughout his writings entirely at the service of, and subsumed by, the 

artistic consciousness of its operator: photography is "‘painting by light”' [33:63],

The character of artistic consciousness can be seen in Robinson's Idealist 

inheritance via the complexly intertwined themes of genius, reason, and imagination. 

For Reynolds, though on ancient authority the 'idea of the perfect state of nature' or 

'Ideal Beauty' 'seems to have a right to the epithet of divine' [32106], 'This great ideal 

perfection and beauty are not to be sought in the heavens, but upon the earth', wherein 

'Experience is all' [32  105], True artistic genius thus works toward the ideal not via an 

inspired intuition [32.103-104] but seeks rather 'by a kind of scientifick sense' [32157], 

i.e. empirically, that is, by a painstaking scrutiny of visible nature and the tradition of 

great art, to identify in things the principles appropriate to their abstract, underlying 

forms [32106] - to that which comprises their universality.

Reynolds’ argument is a spirited attempt to claim the faculty of genius - the 

imagination - in the name of scientific reason: he describes the interior logic of the 

imagination as a process much like that of science, of abstracting and comparing the 

qualities of things, locked within 'the eternal invariable idea of nature' [32111], For 

Gilpin, in contrast, the imagination has a right to its own free play, its own logic, not of
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description, but of suggestion, and he thus moves away from a direct notion of mimesis 

and towards that older, more direct, more intuitive, and more expressive vision of artistic 

genius which Romanticism rediscovered and revivified.18

In Robinson's praxis the Royal Academy rules of composition become 'just 

principles of selection' [34:15], dictating the inner logic of the photographer's 'power of 

artistic sight' [34:18], His reiterated defence of these principles is conducted on lines 

given by Reynolds, contra genius as intuition and pro the rational character of the artistic 

process [34:10-11,19-20, 35'46-47, 33:14-15], Yet beyond this foreground argument, a 

number of other strands can be discerned, a certain developing multivalency, pointing 

not towards Reynolds but away from him, and culminating in an argument drawn not 

from neoclassical mimetic theory at all, but directly from Romantic expressive theory.

Robinson never fully absorbed Reynolds' stress on the purpose of art as the 

visual abstraction of universal qualities, and he thus never consistently rationalised the 

imagination. Even at the outset of his writing, artistic process as 'the application of 

recognised and certain laws' [34:10] is only so insofar as it can be taught, and Robinson, 

by this qualification, leaves a significant albeit inarticulate space for the intuitive, non- 

rational imagination, as the faculty dedicated to 'the poetry of art', the unteachable, 'that 

which must be felt' [34:11], and hence for Gilpin's imaginative pictorial 'mystery' [33:57].

In Robinson's last book, published in 1896, the stridency of his defence of 

'story' - of the literary elements within Idealism - shows to what extent he had come 

under attack from ‘naturalists’ on the one hand and from the followers of I’art pour I’art 

on the other [33:31-34: 33:13-16], In reaction to the ‘naturalists’ embrace of facticity, he
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declares an equivocal opposition to science itself [33:58,82-86,88-89]: and to counter 

both these schools, and also the public perception of the camera as 'unthinking machine' 

[33:156] and of its products as impersonal, he hijacks an element from the Romantic 

view of genius and from its offshoot, the idea of art as self-expression [33:61-62], That 

which gives certain photographs the status of art, is the evidence they show of the artist- 

photographer's individuality [33:15,17,35,41,71, 155-161] or 'personal artistic feeling' 

[33:62], In these passages Robinson counterpoints the personal or intellectual parts of 

photography with the merely mechanical parts, and identifies the former as the source of 

that ideality which makes art be art. The reflection of human productive agency within 

the picture frame, individualistically conceived yet related to Robinson's Ideal realm, thus 

becomes one defining centre for the nature of photography as art.

Conclusion'. Robinson's view of ultimate meaning in art photography and of

the nature of photo-artistic consciousness meet in his awareness of an equivocally 

neoclassical and/or Romantic transcendent Ideal realm. The neoclassically 'typical' 

figures in Robinson's art-photographs refer (paradoxically) to a circumambient Romantic 

divine-Ideal 'beyond' which informs both interior selfhood and exterior world His vision 

of artistic agency takes up that same ’beyond' in similarly contradictory fashion: the 

'individuality' whose presence donates artfulness to a photograph is seen as the 

possession of a unique set of rules of harmony, yet if such cannot be found, the 

traditional rules will do [33:15]. The sphere of Ideality is both a Romantically eccentric or 

original possession of the productive self and a neoclassically supra-individual artistic 

inheritance.
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CHAPTER VI: Peter Henry Emerson.

Introduction: Theoretical Context and Critical Tradition. Between 1887 and

1895 P.H. Emerson published seven books documenting East Anglian life in words and 

pictures, as well as providing the illustrations for an edition of Izaak Walton's The 

Compleat Angler. He also first published in 1889 Naturalistic Photography for Students 

of the Art, a book of technical and artistic advice about photography. He subsequently 

revised Naturalistic Photography before issuing a third edition of the book, in 1899. 

Since that time, despite two monographs, a book of essays marking the fiftieth 

anniversary of his death, and a mention in every major history of photography, 

Emerson's aesthetic theories have eluded precise delineation. His verbal duelling, with, 

amongst others, H.P. Robinson,19 and George Davison,20 and the controversy caused 

by his very public 1891 volte-face from a position emphatically defending the art-status 

of photography to one in which the status of photography is left suspended somewhere 

between science and art, and the value of art (as over against 'nature') is brought into 

question, have tended to attract attention away from the interior detail of his thought.

Emerson is, moreover, not an easy theorist to deal with.21 He is by turns a 

prolix and prolific commentator on art who denied the validity of art-education [16: 2353; 

a self-consciously tough and scientific thinker who eulogised the mystery of nature with 

lyric intensity [30:181]; and an exponent of photography as an art of pure mimesis who 

ended his analytical career by (paradoxically) embracing in his theory of art a highly 

subjectivised version of Idealism.
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Notwithstanding his contradictions, Emerson can, however, be situated: 

firstly within the English tradition of empiricist art-criticism, secondly, via his enthusiasm 

for French painterly 'Réalisme' and thirdly, as the not-always perspicuous follower of 

James Abbot McNeill Whistler, who was himself, for a while, the associate of Gustave 

Courbet, the self-appointed apostle of 'Réalisme'.

1) Emerson and Empiricism. Peter Henry Emerson, BA., MB., (Cantab.) was

a student of medicine in London and Cambridge between 1875 and 1885. His theorising 

on the nature of the camera is in broad terms an attempt to synthesise the empiricist 

assumptions acquired via his university education with a new world of ideas about art 

encountered amidst the enthusiasm of his practical discovery and exploration of plein air 

photography.22 Emerson's empiricist assumptions show up in his life as a marked 

orientation to, and enjoyment of, sheer sense experience (e.g. [76:150, 30:181] amongst 

many others): and in his thought (in the first edition of Naturalistic Photography) in a) 

the details of his argument against Idealism: in b) his theory of differential focus as the 

primary mode of organisation of the picture plane: and in c) his view of education.

a) The empiricist cultural tradition at its furthest extension radically denies to

the pictorial 'Ideal' and to the human imagination any Platonic grip upon the world, and 

reduces neoclassical and Romantic beauty to purely subjective experience. Further, for 

the empiricist critic (or artist), painterly production involves only the skilful re-combination 

of remembered actual moments of sensory experience, of discrete 'bits' of visual 

perception. Emerson's definition of 'Idealism' follows radical empiricist lines, viewing 

neoclassical beauty as a randomised and subjectivised collection of Greek legends and
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mythical 'dragons' and 'monsters' [76:20-22], constructed within the imagination by the 

artificial association and adaptation of remembered actual things. For many earlier 

empiricist critics such acts of adaptation and association represented an allowable 

imaginative strategy (see Abrams [7:161-162]): for the doctrinaire Dr. Emerson, 

however, the result of such acts of painterly synthesis could be nothing other than the 

mere caricature of Nature [76:29,62,114-115,286],

b) Abrams notes the stumbling block of empiricist art-criticism as the problem

of 'order and design in the completed work of art' [7:163], Emerson's dismissal of 

Idealism bars him from access to the notion of a divine formal order, co-present in the 

world and the self and available to the artist via rules of composition, and Emerson is 

consistent enough to his anti-idealist programme to deny the validity of the neoclassical 

painter's rule-book [76:7, 237-242], Into the theoretical space left by his denial of 

Idealist schemata of representation Emerson then inserts his theory of focus as the 

organising principle in his first, ‘scientified’ version of a mimetic theory of art.

The 'standard' for art is Nature unalloyed [76:22], that is, nature sans any 

taint of neoclassical or Romantic Idealism. However, nature so deprived and 

correspondingly re-conceived as raw facticity offers no immediate means of organising 

artistic vision. Emerson turns to the 'phenomena of sight' in search of such a means, 

and his scientific analysis of how we see leads him to the conclusion that the eye is both 

less sharp and more selective than the camera lens [76:97-121], This physiological 

insight then defines the central idea of Naturalistic Photography: that the most artistic 

way to photograph, in conformity with the way we see, is to utilise soft focus lenses and
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differential focusing so that 'overall sharpness' of the picture plane is avoided, whilst the 

principal subject remains in slightly clearer focus than its context [76:119,151].

However, Emerson’s denial of earlier pictorial norms is far less radical than 

it seems, for though he denies validity to the Idealist imagination, that order to which his 

theory of differential focus is directed is a projection onto factile nature [76:23,234,236] 

of all the old attributes of Ideal nature: 'picturesqueness', 'typicality', 'beauty', 'poetry', 

'harmony', 'mystery', ’sentiment', 'clarity', 'delicacy', and 'charm' [76:passim], The 

practical correlative of this empiricistic assertion of the visibility of beauty, poetry, 

harmony, etc., is a stress on ‘pure’ photographic methods and a refusal of the 

manipulative approach of H.P. Robinson: for Emerson, ’composition is really selection’ 

[76:238],

c) The empiricist concept of education is heavily conditioned by Locke's

contempt for ordinary language and his view of the child's mind as a tabula rasa upon 

which nature by a process of unmediated mechanical attraction prints the 'simple ideas 

of sense' as the building blocks of all knowledge. Emerson adds to this traditioned 

assumption a Rousseauesque edge: real art education takes place in silent sensual 

communion with nature-as-countryside [76:247,255,258], far removed from the 

'artificiality' and 'vulgarity' of urban life [76:245], and not via the 'Dead Sea fruit' of 

lectures on art given by the town-dwelling 'sage of the university' who 'learns his art and 

his nature in the National Gallery and the British Museum' [76:235],23

Alongside Emerson's empirical standard for art - 'Nature' - resides a 

fragment of earlier neoclassical Idealist theory, his 'aim' of art - ’aesthetic pleasure alone'
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[76:10], achieved by the application of the artist’s ’knowledge' in such a way as to 'affect 

the intellect through the senses’ [76:17], Within its original neoclassical context, the 

artistic 'knowledge' via which aesthetic pleasure could be produced was three-fold in 

character, consisting firstly in an intellectual grasp - based on the rational analysis of 

past art - of the formal rules of composition undergirding Idealist pictorial 'harmony': 

secondly in an enlightened general understanding of those literary and historical themes 

considered most suitable for depiction: and thirdly on the study of actual 'nature'. The 

effect of Emerson's empiricistic framework is here to reduce the three-fold neoclassical 

route to artistic understanding to a single track, that is, to the experiencing of 'nature' 

alone, and hence to render his view of the artist's education and of that aesthetic 

pleasure which is the primary aim of art both sensorily replete and - correspondingly - 

intellectually almost entirely void.

2) Naturalism, Impressionism, Realism. For Emerson, 'the only wear for all

good art' is 'naturalism' [76:29], distinguished from 'Impressionism' thus:

'To us Impressionism means the same as naturalism, but since the word allows so 
much latitude to the artist...we prefer the term Naturalism, because in the latter 
the work can always be referred to a standard - Nature’. [16:22]

Emerson further describes his 'Naturalistic' painter or photographer as 

giving in a pictorially harmonious fashion and in conformity to the mechanics of vision 

'the true and natural expression of the impression of nature' in its wholeness [76:23]. 

Emerson's painterly 'Realist', on the other hand, whom he identifies with the English pre- 

Raphaelites and with scientific photography, depicts individual objects in sharp factual 

detail whilst failing to achieve overall pictorial or scenic integrity [76:24-25,114],
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Emerson's theory of 'Naturalism' - empiricistically shored up by the assertion of the 

facticity of beauty within nature,24 and by an appeal to the universal human possession 

of the mechanics of vision - is thus defined i) against a variety of inappropriately 

individualised 'Impressionism' and ii) (in somewhat paradoxical fashion) against a 

'Realism' perceived and presented as atomised facticity.

In contrast to Emerson's ranking of 'Naturalism' over both 'Impressionism' 

and 'Realism', the art-historian Linda Nochlin explicitly notes ’Impressionism' as a sub

category of 'Realism' [37:235], and includes many of the painters termed by Emerson 

'Naturalists' within the 'Realist' camp. So 'Realism' - the term which Emerson considers, 

in the tripartite complex under consideration, the least worthy of inclusion within the 

purview of art - stands for Nochlin in place of all three. And so the problem now 

becomes that of placing Emerson's theory of 'Naturalism' in relation to Nochlin's analysis 

of 'Realism'. Nochlin dates 'Realism' as 1840 to 1870-80, centres it in France [3/:13], 

and defines the central 'Realist' tendency as a call for 'naïveté of vision':

'Yet what the Realists generally meant by ‘naïveté’...was...the intuitive grasp of 
truth of Rousseau’s uncorrupted man combined with the...disciplined quest for 
objective reality characteristic of the new man of science.' [57:36]25

The French Realist demand for 'naïveté' entailed 'the rejection of a priori 

metaphysical or epistemological prejudice' and ‘the confining of the artist to the 

accurate...notation of empirical phenomena' [37:43], Nochlin, more generally, argues 

that 'Réalisme' integrated a number of philosophical ideas with differing lineages and 

degrees of respectability - Rousseauesque, positivist, empiricist, materialist - into a 

single programme of resistance to Idealist schemata of representation [37:40-50],
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In the first edition of Naturalistic Photography, Emerson states that France 

is 'in the van of modern progress, our intellectual mother' [76:84], And as already noted, 

in that text and from within his prior empiricist assumptions, Emerson explores a number 

of what Nochlin defines as peculiarly Realist motifs: the concern with science (notably 

physiology), the dismissal of Idealism, of the imagination, and of conventional forms of 

composition, and a Rousseauesque vision of nature-as-countryside. For these reasons, 

it would appear that Emerson's 'Naturalism' and Nochlin's 'Realism' are virtually identical 

and point to fundamentally the same art-historical reality.

Our problem is now a simple one: which of these two alternative usages is 

it most valid to follow, in the long historical view? Two points can here be made:

a) Emerson's opinion of 'Realism' is - as we shall see - seriously skewed by 

his idiosyncratic takeup of the cause and example offered by J A M . Whistler.

b) The French painter most usually credited with pioneering the complex of 

art-styles in view is Gustave Courbet. For Emerson, Courbet is 'a leader' of 'Naturalism' 

[76:90],26 However, Courbet was in fact the self-proclaimed apostle of 'Réalisme': and 

it is Courbet's own terminology that Nochlin is following.

For present purposes, it would thus appear to make best historical sense to 

follow Nochlin's terminology, and to view Emerson as typically Realist in his initial 

approach to the character of photography as art: holding Realism moreover to be not 

merely the invention of a new art-style but (as previously noted) a distinct, authoritative, 

and culturally dynamic historical event, with motivations derived from, and impulses 

percolating into, literature, philosophy, and a range of other cultural manifestations.
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Further, on the problem of the relationship between Impressionism and

Realism, Nochlin has this to say:

'...a manifestation of Realism, like Impressionism, in which the latent subjectivity 
implied by ‘nature viewed through a temperament’... contained the seeds of a 
rampant subjectivism, developed into an art style in which...the creative will of 
the individual...outshone the role of nature almost completely - as was the case 
with the various Symbolisms of the turn of the century.' [37:235]

Nochlin here invites us to see Realism as a stylistic space within which 

empiricist motives, directed to pure mimesis, that is, to the imitation of unidealised 

'nature', come via the Impressionist wing of the movement into occasional and sotto 

voce collision with the subjective impulses and desires of the painter him or herself. 

Recalling - in the context of Nochlin's remark - Emerson's preference for Naturalism 

over Impressionism on the grounds that Impressionism leaves too much 'latitude to the 

artist', we can I think finally begin to read the nuance of his theory: as an attempt from 

within the Realist programme to claim photography as art by means of a stratagem 

whereby art is reclaimed for empiricism, in the face of the latent individualising and 

subjectivising tendencies which Nochlin sees Impressionism to represent.

3) Emerson and Whistler. Emerson's early and confused attempt to suppress

the individualising tendencies within Réalisme can be seen most clearly via his 

relationship to a painter who first supported, and then rejected, Courbet's aesthetic: the 

self-styled Chelsea butterfly, James Abbot McNeill Whistler.27 As far as can be 

ascertained, Emerson met Whistler only once: however, the social nexus through which 

Emerson came into contact with Realist and Impressionist visual models and ideas was 

the New English Art Club, an institution which owed much to Whistler's example.28
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The historical evidence around Emerson's takeup of Whistler's ideas breaks 

down into three categories: a) Emerson's stated opinion of Whistler: b) the similarities 

in their attitudes to their respective art-establishments: c) Emerson's borrowing of 

Whistler's early application of the science of optics to drawing: d) Emerson's 

misunderstanding of Whistler's opinion of Realism.

a) In the brief history of art contained in the first edition of Naturalistic 

Photography Emerson refers to Whistler as 'French by education', and as one 'whose 

name rises far above any artist living in England', whose 'influence...has been great and 

good' and whose 'life...has been a long battle for art' [76:78], Emerson elsewhere in the 

same text also recommends Whistler's method of framing prints [76:218], and notes him 

alongside Rembrandt as one of the 'masters of etching' [76:275],

b) Whistler throughout the whole latter part of his career was a self-conscious 

outsider to the English art-establishment of his day. His adoption of the role of aesthetic 

maverick was part of a deliberate, cash-conscious programme of self-advertisement, 

given a very public profile by his 1878 libel suit against John Ruskin. In contrast, 

Emerson's spirited attempt to imitate Whistler, by inhabiting a similarly combative and 

wilfully marginal role vis a vis the contemporary art-photographic establishment - 

expressed via his inveterate sparring with H.P. Robinson over, amongst other subjects, 

that of John Ruskin,29 and with George Davison and others, in the pages of the 

photographic press of the day - was, I think, psychologically driven.

Born in Cuba of an American father and an English mother, transplanted to 

Delaware at the age of eight during the middle of the American Civil War, Emerson lost
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his sister to typhoid at the age of nine and his father to dysentery two years later. He 

was then twice more transplanted: back to Cuba at the onset of the unsuccessful War 

of Independence against Cuba's Spanish colonial rulers and, finally, to boarding school 

in England. His mother died in 1881, when Emerson was 22. Not surprisingly in view of 

this extraordinary catalogue of personal tragedy and upset, his early academic career 

and his later photographic career show all the signs of a desperate compensatory 

striving for success.30 It may well be something of a cliché to maintain that all 

revolutionaries are, at heart, in search of paternal acceptance, but in Emerson's case his 

early history gives the cliché considerable substance: and the substitute father whose 

admiration and acceptance Emerson most desired was, I shrewdly suspect, James 

Abbot McNeill Whistler.

c) Katherine Lochnan notes that it was Whistler, whilst at work on his Thames

etchings of 1859, who first borrowed ’contemporary developments in the science of 

optics' vis à vis 'the working of the human eye and improvements in the photographic 

lens' in order to justify by analogy his use of sharp focus in one area of the composition 

only, counterpointed by a relative diffusion of effect elsewhere. Lochnan further states 

that Whistler developed this - the theory of differential focus - 'in his search for an 

individual approach to Realism' [24:95, my italics]. We can in this example of Whistler's 

selective use of physiological theory see something of those tensions within Realism 

hinted at by Nochlin: for Whistler's appeal to science was (by Lochnan's account of it) a 

means of distinguishing his own variety of Realism from others - or, in Emerson's words, 

of finding some Impressionist 'latitude' for the artist - whilst retaining the basic Realist 

fascination with science. Put more simply, and in the light of Whistler's later stated
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desire to escape 'that damned realism' [2:169], the theory of differential focus 

represented, for him, the beginnings of a route out of pure empiricistic Realism.

Emerson's much later application of the theory of differential focus to the 

art-praxis of the camera, articulated in 1888-89 as the intellectual centrepiece of 

Naturalistic Photography, shows something of the complexity of his relationship to 

Whistler and to his own thought-tradition. For whilst Emerson appears to have borrowed 

the theory of differential focus wholesale from Whistler, he utilised it in a very different 

spirit: not in order to escape from the empiricist limitations of Realism, but rather to 

shore up the boundary fence, to defend and police Realism's empiricist horizon and its 

devotion to (supposedly) unidealised 'nature'. To indulge myself in a metaphor, the 

theory of differential focus was for Whistler the routine flourish of an empiricist pocket 

handkerchief, quickly tucked away: some thirty years later, Emerson clumsily 

brandished that same theory as the flag around which the defence of photography as an 

empiricist art could rally.

d) Whistler during his libel suit against Ruskin in 1878 stated that:

'The imitator is a poor...creature. If the man who paints only the tree...or other 
surface he sees before him were an artist, the king of artists would be the 
photographer. It is for the artist to do something beyond this'. [49:128]31

In the whole context of Whistler's thought, the above quote can be seen to 

be directed not only against Ruskin's concern with nature and his championing of the 

style of the pre-Raphaelites, but also, with equal force, against Courbet's Réalisme, and 

indeed against any and all mimetic theories of art. Whistler's argument - here somewhat 

disdainfully outlined - was in fact a practising artist's version of Abrams view of empiricist
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art-criticism, noted earlier. If the problem for the empiricist art-critic is to explain order in 

the work of art, the problem for the empirical (Realist) artist is to discover a way of 

organising pictorial space - a problem which Whistler had wrestled with much in the 

years before the Ruskin trial.

Whistler's argument against Ruskin's infatuation with nature, despite its 

forthright anti-empiricist and anti-mimetic drive, was nevertheless borrowed by Emerson 

and applied in a curiously truncated form as a critique of 'scientific' photography and of 

pre-Raphaelitic 'Realism', both of which, he claims, give the detail of an object or a 

scene (he actually uses a tree as his example [76:24], in a direct echo of Whistler) whilst 

missing the harmony. And Emerson's (re)definition of 'Realism', like his aggressive 

usage of the theory of differential focusing, was in fact another attempt to recapture 

Whistler for empiricism. Emerson's 'Realism' denotes, in fact, a lower form of empirical 

art, split off and rejected (I shrewdly suspect) precisely in order to accommodate 

Whistler's anti-mimetic stance. Emerson's ultimate failure to elude the consequences of 

Whistler's criticism is due to the fact that his higher form of art - 'Naturalism' - is no less 

empirical and mimetic in form than his lower form, being devoted to the imitation of a 

natural harmony which owes nothing to the spectator's own consciousness.

In conclusion to this section, we can see that much of the confusion in 

Emerson's first theory of art-photography is sourced in his attempt to reconcile the 

irreconcilable: to read the later ideas of his elected mentor Whistler through the grid of 

the very empirical and Realist approach to art which Whistler had himself rejected. 

Emerson, in short, erected his own theory on the very shaky ground of an attempt to
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force upon Whistler a spurious empiricistic unity of thought, and (at first) completely 

ignored the subjectivising drive implicit in Whistler's adoption of I ’art pour I’art.

Conclusion: Emerson's Volte-face. A few months after Emerson's first and

(as far as is known) only meeting with Whistler, he published on the 23rd of January 

1891 in the British Journal of Photography 'A RENUNCIATION', wherein, hasty and 

intemperate as ever, he 'cast upon the dust heap' all his previous views on art.32 In the 

third edition of Naturalistic Photography, finally published in 1899, Emerson as well as 

making a number of significant changes to the text added a completely new chapter, 

entitled Naturalistic Photography and Art. This, it would appear, is his final spirited 

attempt to reconcile his reverence for Whistler with his empiricist presuppositions.

In brief summary, 'art' and 'Nature' are here seen for the first time to be two 

separate kinds of things, 'different worlds' [ /7 :1:184]. Emerson thus drops his original 

'standard' for art - 'Nature' - and in a convulsive theoretical leap grabs as art's sole 

organising principle his old 'aim' of art - 'aesthetic pleasure' - redefined, however, not as 

intellectual pleasure but as an emotional 'appreciation of the beautiful' [77:1:180], Along 

with this placing by Emerson of a human and personal aspect of things at the centre of 

his revised theory of art goes a recantation of his original attack upon Idealism, which - 

since he remains blind to the Platonic substrate of Idealism - amounts to a rereading of 

Idealism as subjectivism. The 'Ideal' is a delicate, trembling personal sense of beauty, 

liable to imbalance at any moment, to rude interruptions from the material world 

[77:1:182]: and this subjectivised personal 'Idealism', in fit pictorial realisation via its
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human faculty, the imagination, and bearing no necessary relation to nature, becomes 

one of the two branches of art proper [ ƒZ:l:175].

Emerson's other category of real art is 'Impressionism', i.e. 'a personal 

vision of Nature' [77:1:175]. Emerson's new stress on the separation of art and nature 

leaves his revised version of 'Impressionism' cloaked in ambiguity, for if, as he claims, it 

is 'absolutely impossible' to reproduce the 'harmony' of nature by personal means 

[77:1:184], 'Impressionism' becomes a purely subjective term, analogous with 'Idealism'.

Alongside the two categories of 'personal' art stand the two categories of 

'impersonal' photography - 'Realism' and 'Naturalism' - whose definitions as types of 

representation stand wholly unchanged from those in the first edition of Emerson's text. 

However, what has changed is the agent whereby naturalistic photographs come to be, 

for the photographic enterprise in its entirety now comes under the heading of 'Nature': 

photography is, pure and simple, 'Nature's drawincf [77:1:186],

In Abrams' terms, and under Whistler's leading, Emerson's theory of art has 

here gone from a mimetic to an expressive orientation. Art has ceased to be seen to be 

a reflection of the cosmos as set over against or divorced from the artist's 

consciousness, and come instead to be understood solely as a reflection of the artist's 

inner world: a world, moreover, entirely unto itself, without effective intellectual content, 

a world of sensuous impressions and contingent emotions, not a world of thought.

Photography, however, no longer considered to be an art, remains an 

empirical and mimetic activity, and is (theoretically) shut out from human agency, and 

enclosed within nature. This enclosure, for Whistler, deprives photographs of interest,
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and photography of worth: but for Emerson such is not the case. In Emerson's art/ 

nature duality, nature in herself, and occasionally as trapped on a light-sensitive plate, is 

more valuable than any art.33

Emerson's last answer to the painful analytical dilemma posed on the one 

hand by his reverence for Whistler, and on the other hand by his empiricist education 

and instincts, is simply to split his theory of art off from his theory of photography, and to 

allow Whistler subjectivist space within art, whilst retaining his own empiricist orientation 

within photography: then to leave in shadowy ambiguity his view of the relation between 

art and photography. In short, art ceases to be a reflection of 'Nature', and photography 

ceases to be art: yet art itself thereby loses some of its lustre, whilst 'Nature' remains 

aloof and paramount, granting a sporadic and fitful worth to some rare and few 

photographic reproductions of her.

And so just as Emerson, despite his regard for Whistler, never escapes

from a deep Rousseauesque love of 'Nature', neither does he escape his engrained

empiricism. His assignment of art to the realm of feeling and pure selfhood, isolated

from an external world of visible facticity, is not without a certain intellectual pedigree.

Meyer Abrams summarises the views on poetry put forward by the empirically oriented

English philosopher John Stuart Mill, published in 1833, as follows:

'...poetry differs from science in being exempt from the criteria of truth; science 
asserts a proposition for assent or denial, but poetry merely presents an object for 
aesthetic contemplation.' L7:321]

Substitute 'art' for 'poetry', and 'photography' for 'science' in Mill's view of 

poetry, and you have - in sum - Emerson's final position on photographic aesthetics.
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CHAPTER VII: H.P. Robinson and P.H. Emerson - Summarised and Compared.

Introduction'. Cultural Period and Cultural Conflict. A cultural period, for Calvin

Seerveld, eludes simplistic chronological typecasting. Periods describe seasons of 

cultural dominion, not homogeneous epochs: they are never culturally unchallenged, 

and periods can and do run concurrently with one another. Periods are not ways of 

dividing up history into neat and convenient analytical parcels but are cultural dynamics, 

that is, complex associations of ideas, opinions, artefacts, bound by particular ways of 

ranking or organising perceptions of what's good? in this complicated world. Seerveld's 

theory thus leaves much analytical space for honouring the reality of cultural conflict, 

because the clash or opposition of alternative ways of seeing things follows inevitably 

from the concatenation of different historical periods or cultural dynamics.34

Briefly, and in line with the spirit of Seerveld's cultural theory, the opposition 

I shall next discuss between the ideas about photography of H.P. Robinson and P.H. 

Emerson respectively is typical of the kind of conflict encountered in the late nineteenth 

century no-mans-land between the visual styles of a) Romantic and neoclassical 

Idealism and b) a dynamic which Seerveld calls 'positivistic Impressionism' but which I - 

for present purposes, and following Courbet and Nochlin - have preferred to call 

'empiricistic Realism'. In view of the split Emerson in the final phase of his theorising 

makes between (artistic) painting and ('natural') photography, I have chosen to compare 

Robinson and Emerson in terms of first their respective theories of art, and second their 

respective theories of photographic agency.
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1) Theory of Art. Despite the controversy surrounding and permeating their

relationship, Robinson and Emerson show a markedly similar analytical development: in 

Abrams' terms, a change from a mimetic to an expressive theory. However, within the 

logic of that broad shift in critical orientation, crucial differences of detail need to be 

taken into account.

a) H.P. Robinson's original synthesis of Romantic and neoclassical Idealist

themes, whereby a Romantically mysterious Ideal Nature is contradictorily imitated by 

neoclassically rationalist means, that is to say, by rules of compositional harmony based 

on the analysis of past art and visible nature both, transmutes itself in the later stages of 

Robinson's career into something more directly Romantic, not by a process of internal 

change but by a further borrowing from contemporary art theory.

Robinson at the outset of his theoretical career in 1869 rejects the concept 

of inspired 'genius' as a description of the Idealist mode of imitation [34:10], Robinson's 

rejected notion, however, by Meyer Abrams' account of things, was by the time of 

Robinson's writing the locus of the Romantic theory of poetry. According to Abrams, 

throughout the course of the nineteenth century inspired imaginative 'genius' took over, 

individualised and subjectivised the earlier rationalist neoclassical route to Ideal Nature, 

coming to dominate both poetry and painting. Genius itself, as the overflowing of an 

inner divine effulgence of emotionally charged meaning, then came to replace Ideal 

Nature as the primary critical object of imitation, thus turning the mirror of art from the 

world to the self. This shift from world to self is what, for Abrams, defines the historical 

growth of the expressive critical orientation.
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The notion of individuality as that which defines the artfulness of pictures, 

for Robinson in 1896 [33:157-158], is hence a borrowing from the later development of 

the concept of Romantic genius originally dismissed by him in 1869, and represents his 

own capitulation to an expressive theory of art, albeit with a persistent and significant 

neoclassical qualification. Robinson's expressive genial 'individuality' can be either 

inner-directed or (contradictorily) tradition-directed: in both cases art-as-expression 

springs not so much from an effulgence of feeling as an effulgence of thought. Whether 

the expression of pure inner genius or of genius acting in tandem with tradition, art for 

Robinson remains a lawful, cultured, and harmonising activity.

b) Emerson's original object of imitation is neither the Ideal Nature of Romantic

or neoclassical art, nor the disorganised facticity discovered by empirical science. 

Emerson's 'naturalism' describes something rather more like the poetic order of nature- 

in-herself, an order derived by him from the contradictory imputation of Ideal pictorial 

values to Nature alone, Nature, that is, as separate and distinct from the artist's 

perceiving self. Undifferentiated Romantic and neoclassical Idealist values - mystery, 

typicality, picturesqueness, harmony, beauty - hover just below the surface of Emerson's 

theory, exiled from the self by reason of his heavily empiricised thought patterns, 

rediscovered in raw Nature, re-introduced into the space created by his physiological 

theorising, and dominating his actual landscape praxis. The original distance between 

Robinson's and Emerson's respective conceptions of the object of photography is thus 

considerably less than Emerson's initial aggressively anti-idealist stance might lead us 

to suppose.
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The logic of Emerson's shift from a view of art as the imitation of the order 

of nature, into one wherein art becomes the expression of the artist's trembling, unique 

and individual consciousness of the beautiful, is explicable partly on external grounds, 

via his relationship with Whistler and I’art pour I’art, and partly on internal grounds, as 

the over-correction of the initial diminution of the artist's status in relation to nature 

entailed in his exiling of pictorial values from the self.

The I’art pour I’art 'Ideal' embedded in Emerson's version of expressive 

theory is a radically de-Platonised, sense-biased, feeling-full, purely individual 

possession, directed to an aestheticism cut off from nature and hence from public truth: 

except, that is, for one final caveat. Although Emerson denies artistic validity to the 

imitation of nature per se, and to Robinson's explicit kind of literary 'story', he retains a 

stress on nature as a permissible albeit secondary decorative object of painterly art.

2) Theory o f Photographic Agency. The principal contrast between the final

theoretical standpoints of Robinson and Emerson is their disagreement on the art-status 

of photography, which comes down to a divergence of opinion over the nature of artistic 

consciousness and the status of photographic technology.

a) Robinson's retention of a traditional neoclassical Idealist stress on a fixed

otherwordly neo-Platonic order, directed away from pure dialectical ratiocination and 

towards the rational scrutiny of visible appearances, yet nevertheless co-present in the 

artist's self and in his circumambient picturable world, holds humankind and nature in a 

close relationship. Within the terms of Robinson's Idealist reading of the relationship
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between consciousness and visible, natural world, human culture takes priority over the 

material universe: technology is hence a human possession, an expression of mind - 

not matter. So for Robinson a camera is simply a tool [33:29], comparable to the 

painter's pencil or brush, and photography is, at root, as valid a means of discovering 

Ideal nature - i.e. the ordered neo-Platonic Beauty beyond appearances - as is painting, 

since the burden of such discovery is primarily intellectual. Robinson's later adoption of 

'individuality' as the mark of art's presence in painting or photography does not 

profoundly disturb his Idealist reading of the camera, since his genial 'individuality' keeps 

a hold on reason and tradition both.

b) Two strands in Emerson's thinking conspire in his 1891 renunciation of the

art-status of photography. These are his Rousseauesque reading of unalloyed nature 

as markedly distinct from and prioritised over citified culture, in a complete inversion of 

Robinson's ranking of the same themes: and his adoption of an extreme I ’art pour I ’art 

subjective individualism as the norm for art, as opposed to Robinson's more reasoned 

and sociable version of art's definitive 'individuality'.

Emerson's Rousseauesque bias leads him, firstly, to read photographic 

technique as natural process. Photography, in the moment of recording a scene and in 

the chemical operations which bring out the latent negative and positive images, renders 

itself inaccessible to the artist's consciousness. These brief times of a photograph's 

escape from human control then take on a particular significance vis á vis the second of 

Emerson's main concluding theoretical motifs, his adoption of Whistler's definition of art. 

Photography cannot be art because that trembling, sensitive and emotional, individual
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subjectivity which is the sole carrier of the ¡’art pour I’art sense of the beautiful becomes 

redundant at precisely those moments when the image is being produced. And, finally, 

in an added Rousseauesque twist, Emerson rather confusedly attempts a re-legitimation 

of the camera by reason o f photography's newly emphasised status as natural process.

Conclusion: Evaluating historical development is no simple task: yet the mere

annotation of change is an inadequate response to the demands placed upon us by our

intellectual inheritance. Seerveld states that:

'Historical leadership in art (or in any cultural undertaking) depends upon 
whether another, independent generation can and will establish living connections 
with the previous status quo of art (or whatever) while it is busy modifying and 
professionally deepening the limited service of that particular kind of human 
activity, and integrating its newly changed character justly into the societal roster 
of human endeavours to enact shalom.’ [39:471]

In the whole run of the subsequent history of photography, H.P Robinson 

and P.H. Emerson can be seen to stand at a point of division, a divergence: two 

separate views of the character of the photographic enterprise flow out from them. The 

first of these traditions - 'painting by light [33:63, my italics] - was given definite form by 

Robinson's highly manipulative Idealist praxis, the second - 'Nature's drawing [77:186] - 

by Emerson's adoption and championing (at a technologically opportune moment) of the 

methods of 'straight' photography. Robinson's tradition has up until quite recently been 

rendered virtually invisible (as theory) because of the prioritisation of 'straight' 

photography by later formalist critics.35 And this same basic perception of a division or 

dichotomy in the photographic enterprise lies at the root of Sontag's view of 

photographers' attempts at self-legitimation, the inner logic of which I shall be treating in
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considerable detail in the next chapter. However, without anticipating that discussion, a 

brief, secondary and subsidiary annotation of the heritage of Robinson and Emerson 

respectively can validly be attempted here: prior to which, some evaluation of their 

photographic - as opposed to their theoretical - achievement is necessary.

In the example of Robinson's work shown opposite - The Valentine of 1885

- many of his characteristic stresses can be seen. The primary interest is narrative, 

rather than formal or pictorial: a story intimated of a pause in the working life of a typical 

Victorian servant girl, of a love made more poignant by separation (note the envelope on 

the table). The careful arrangements of household objects, the flowers, the various 

rounded pots, the birdcage, the basket of vegetables awaiting attention, the central 

strongly-lit position of the girl, all contribute to a sense of homely comfort and order: to a 

well- contained romance. The girl's reverie is plainly a temporary state - an occasional 

habit rather than anything more intense or long lasting - and points to Robinson's 

thorough domestication of Gilpin's mysterious 'beyond', in this case the 'beyond' of a 

Romantic and Idealised love. More generally, the picture illustrates also the way in 

which Robinson's takeup of the picturesque leaves him often in the grip of a rather-too- 

careful, over-literary stylisation: his figures (or perhaps rather his characters, given their 

literary field of reference) appear stiff, formal, overly sentimental, and lacking in 

conviction and spontaneity. We look at Robinson's photographs across a fixed cultural 

gulf or absence, produced by the virtual extinction of Romantic and neoclassical 

Idealism as motivating cultural presences: his version of the 'beyond', and the muted 

quasi-Platonic yearning his characters embody for a world of original, formal perfection, 

has little real hold on our interest - and so the sheer extent of his artifice, and the relative
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immaturity of his method, is thrown into sharp relief.36

By contrast, Emerson's photographs, in their embodiment of a sotto-voce 

small V idealisation of the actual, still posses the power to convince. Part of this power 

is historical, rooted in his empirical interest in the details of East Anglian working life - 

with scenes of hunting, fishing, sailing, ploughing. Yet he is far more than a mere 

photographic note-taker. His use of Dallmeyer lenses (which by today's standards are 

soft-focus) and of differential focus techniques, and his talent for further suppressing 

unnecessary detail by photographing in mist, snow, early morning or late evening light, 

produced a series of East Anglian views in which a certain suggestive mystery lingers 

and enchants - enigmatic, sentient, nostalgic vistas, wherein occasional half-glimpsed 

human or animal figures drift in communion with their land. His remarkable artistic 

achievement lies in his ability - seen to great effect in 'Marsh Leaves', his last published 

series of photographs, from which the illustration opposite (A Winter's Sunrise, 1895) is 

taken - to invest his images of the Norfolk Broads with the religious and contemplative 

intensity of his very real love of nature: a love which presses through the appearance of 

things, in a vivid visual questioning and search for a unifying and animating spirit beyond 

landscape. By an odd paradox, and despite his theoretical espousal of empiricistic 

Realism, he thus comes in his actual photographs far closer to the spirit of Gilpin's 

Romantic, imaginative, and more purely landscape project than does Robinson.37

Robinson's methodological and figural expertise has proved fertile in two 

areas: a) directly, in advertising photography and b) indirectly, in the development of 

the artifice of the feature film.
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a) Later generations of photographers have enthusiastically taken up 

Robinson's exemplary skill with his models (who were rarely actual peasants, but far 

more often his middle-class friends and acquaintances),38 and his manipulative 

darkroom and studio based techniques, and - in a move of which Robinson in his 

Victorian moral Idealism would thoroughly have disapproved - brutally evacuated the 

spirit of his work and replaced it with the hard commercial drive of fashion and 

advertising photography. The 'beyond' to which such photography now gestures is the 

pragmatistic grab the money and run 'good life' of contemporary consumerism: yet it still 

depends upon, and retains exploitable traces of, that Victorian vision of high culture to 

which Robinson devoted his art.

b) Robinson's techniques were driven by and developed in the context of his 

interest in 'story', that is, in the pictorial suggestion of literary themes. He died in 1901, 

three years after the development, by the Lumiere brothers, of the first practical film 

camera. In subsequent years, his methods - long popularised by the photographic press

- lent themselves readily to the commercial and artistic exploitation by the emerging film 

industry of a prior literary culture.

The later adoption by formalist photographic critics and historians of 

Emerson's theoretical concern with ’straight' photography, and their enthusiastic 

publicisation of a somewhat distorted view of his work,39 obscures the twists, turns, 

paradoxes and contradictions of his short and noisy career. However, standing for the 

moment aside from Emerson’s formalist over-valuation, and from the analytical 

problems posed by the curious way in which subterranean or suppressed Gilpinesque
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Romantic Idealist norms inform his superficially empiricistic praxis, he can be seen to 

represent a demand within photography parallel to that of the Impressionists' call to 

confront modern life in painting. Whilst founded upon a real misunderstanding of the 

character of photography - upon the false neutralist promise of naive or natural vision - 

Emerson's honest desire to eschew merely cultural exemplars and models, to meet his 

circumambient natural world within the terms of a pure visual encounter, alongside his 

innovative work in coupling his photography with written accounts of his journeys, was 

immensely fruitful for later photographers, and puts him amongst other contemporary 

pioneers of the documentary movement like John Thomson, Roger Fenton and Francis 

Frith in England, and Jacob Riis, Eadweard Muybridge and Mathew Brady in the USA. 

Emerson never escaped his (imbedded and disguised) Idealist presuppositions: he did, 

however, test them and realise them in an intense effort of concentration upon matters 

external to - or simply other than - artistic self-consciousness. He is thus, finally, a far 

more interesting character than Robinson, whose work is all too often uncomfortably and 

self-consciously “artistic”.
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CHAPTER Vili: Sontag Reconsidered (B): Theory of Photographic Aesthetics.

Introduction: The Character of Photography's Self-Defence. Sontag, as we

have seen, relativises the praxis of the camera to a (Marxian) objectivist and reductive 

vision of the location of the real within a determinative commercial substructure. 

'Capitalism' produces two equally alienated views of reality, the 'aesthetic' and the 

'instrumental' [46:176], corresponding to the need for 'spectacle' and for 'surveillance', 

and suborns photography to this double motive via 'The camera's twin capacities, to 

subjectivise reality and to objectify it1 [46:178], This dichotomy in the praxis of the 

camera shows up within the 'ideology of realism' - the means whereby photography has 

(historically) attempted to defend itself - as the unselfconscious adoption of two 

'antithetical' strategies: 'an aggressive relation to the world which celebrates the self 

and 'an effacement of the self in relation to the world' [46:123].

Clearly, within Sontag's typification of the history of photographic aesthetics 

there exists a contrast similar to that noted by Clouser between subjectivist philosophers 

and objectivist philosophers. Subjectivist photographers in Sontag's orbit are those who 

'celebrate the self - or in other words attribute the source of order in their images to 

(their own) human subject-consciousness. Objectivist photographers are those who 

adopt ‘an effacement of the self in relation to the world' - or in other words attribute the 

source of order in their images to the objects undergoing photographic depiction.

Given our earlier placement of Sontag as herself an objectivist there is here 

a certain irony. Sontag's version of photo-aesthetics' subject/ object duality is however
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heavily nuanced to or inflected by her adoption of the Marxian notion of photography as 

alienated labour. On the one hand, says Sontag, photography in the service of the 

aesthetic view of reality 'is seen as an acute manifestation of the individualised “I”, the 

homeless private self...' [46:119], or as 'an unavoidably solipsistic expression of the 

singular self' [46:122], The subjectivist expressive 'selfhood' of photography is thus 

sharply distinguished from its context, and insulated from human community, i.e. is 

alienated from others. On the other hand, the 'reality' which objectivist photography 

serves 'with detachment' is explicitly 'experienced as...alien' [46:119], The objectivist 

photographer is thus set at an emotional distance from the very 'world' which determines 

his or her pictorial logic, i.e. he or she is alienated from the cosmos, and it is on this 

basis that he or she is able to participate in the process of 'surveillance'.

Alongside Sontag's deployment of the Marxian concept of alienation stands 

her use of the notion of 'ob jective/: taken together, these two attitudes shunt her 

version of photo-aesthetics' subject / object duality away from the root philosophical 

opposition of 'direction to subject-consciousness' vs. 'direction to object of experience'. 

As noted earlier, the conventional idea of 'objectivity' entails a confusion between 'pure' 

subjectivism and objectivism on the one hand and universalism and individualism on the 

other. In those terms, Sontag's version of photo-aesthetics' dilemma opposes 

(alienated) individualist subjectivism to (alienated) universalist objectivism

The question that now needs to be asked is this: do Robinson and Emerson 

show evidence of that antinomic duality in their thought which, by Sontag's theory, ought 

to be present? Is their 'self Sontag's autonomous alienated subjectivity? Is their 'world'
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Sontag's arena of scientified evidence? Since Sontag leaves her typical photo-aesthetic 

attitudes as loose, floating positions, coalescing at times, separate at others, we can by 

her theory expect three possibilities: individual subjectivism alone, universal objectivism 

alone, or the unselfconscious presence of an individual subjectivist / universal objectivist 

duality.

1) Henry Peach Robinson. Robinson's oft-reiterated contention that nature is

merely the raw material of photographic art, or that nature to become art needs 

correction by the mind and hands of the artist-photographer, and his consequent heavy 

insistence upon rules of pictorial selection, appears to establish a certain ascendency of 

the individual subject of art-photography over the 'object' of art-photography. As well as 

this apparent subjectivising tendency there exists in Robinson's thought an equally 

heavy stress on the imitation of 'Ideal Nature', which seems to prioritise some hidden 

aspect of exterior reality in such a way as to make of him an objectivist of the sort 

Sontag describes. Yet, contra Sontag, Robinson's subjectivist and objectivist emphases 

do not lie unselfconsciously beside one another in his thinking but possess a point of 

contact or fulcrum, in that the 'Ideal' of Ideal Nature is both a human possession and a 

reality latent within external nature. Robinson's theorising is, in other words, in part 

conditioned by a third philosophical option. To see this option in greater detail we need 

to look again at Robinson's synthesising of the anyway contiguous traditions of i) 

neoclassical and ii) Romantic Idealism, and the way in which these traditions deal with 

their common Platonic inheritance.

Plato's 'ideas' celebrate not the subject nor the object of philosophy but:
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’...posit thingless, geometric ordering and timeless, noetic form as the true “Real” 
of reality, a certain substantial patterning which somehow conditioned our 
begoing world but was not contaminated by it (Realism).' [57:138]

i) Within the neoclassical tradition, Sir Joshua Reynolds' adoption of Plato's 

original (philosophically) Realist position was heavily conditioned by his empiricist 

intellectual context: whilst denying Locke's Platonic agnosticism, Reynolds nevertheless 

brought Plato down to earth, placing beautiful, otherworldly harmony in the dock of 

human experience.40 Sir Joshua's relativising of Plato to the evidence of the senses 

and the tradition of great art thus moved Platonic forms or ideas under the authority of a 

generalised notion of traditioned human subjectivity, a 'standard of taste', to use his own 

phrase and that of John Locke's more artful disciple, David Hume.41

ii) The Romantic tradition's takeup of Plato short-circuited the empiricised 

neoclassical route to Divine harmony by its appeal to direct inspiration, and thus pushed 

the subjectivising of Platonic forms or ideas even further: divorced from reason and 

traditioned discourse, the (sublime) Divine mystery mediated by Romantic theory and 

pictured by Romantic artistry becomes in time a profoundly personal possession, to do 

with the interior pleasures of visual ambiguity, that is, with the push and pull of meaning 

on the edge of comprehensibility.

Robinson's heavily traditioned theorising thus owns a Platonic residuum, an 

integrative (philosophically) Realist substrate worked over by (on the one hand) a 

generalised notion of human reason at work within art, and (on the other hand) an 

ultimately individualised idea of artistic inspiration. This view of Robinson's twin 

traditions does not, however, simplify the picture but rather complicates it, offering not
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Sontag's two but four readings of his thought: a (philosophically) Realist reading, 

stressing his appeal to the transcendental impulse behind pictorial harmony: a 

universally objectivist reading, highlighting his concern with the hiddenness and cosmic 

ubiquity of Ideal Nature: an universally subjectivist reading related to his takeup of 

Reynolds' relativisation of Platonic universality to the world of human experience: and 

an individually subjectivist reading coming out of his involvement with the subjectivised 

version of the Romantic/ picturesque 'mystery' of creation. To determine which of these 

is uppermost we need to consider, briefly, his views of (i) 'self and (ii) 'world'.

i) Robinson's productive 'self shows a certain development, being at first

sidelined by his Ideal-mimetic interests, and emerging only in the later phase of his 

thought as an expressive concern with the genial 'individuality' that makes art be art. 

However, even at its most Romantically individual/sec/, Robinson's 'self remains in 

productive tension with a strong neoclassical concept of tradition. His late and reluctant 

acceptance of a quasi-Romantic notion of genius maintains such 'genius' in a 

reasonable trade-off between each particular productive subject of art (i.e. each artist) 

and other (past) productive subjects, a knowledgeable, agreeable and mutual kind of 

relating-to the fundamental idealist values of poetry, fitness, symmetry, harmony. 

Robinson's artistic 'self' is thus certainly not the alienated individual subjectivity of 

Sontag's theory, but is, instead, a located or domiciled self: placed firstly within a strong 

productive tradition and secondly within a profoundly human thought-context, a logos 

wherein the deepest impulses of meaning within the self meet and celebrate the deepest 

sources of significance in the cosmos.
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ii) Robinson's theoretical 'world' - the 'object' to which his photography was

directed - remained throughout the whole course of his long career a notion of 'Ideal 

Nature'. The pictorial values underlying Robinson's 'world' synthesise the neoclassical 

and Romantic versions of 'Ideal Nature': that is to say they combine the 'typical' or 

'universal' figurative qualities derived from Reynolds' study of past (notably Greek) art 

with Gilpin's reading of landscape as mysterious Divine-Platonic revelation.

Insofar - firstly - as Robinson's 'world' partakes of Reynolds' neoclassical 

pictorial values he maintains a certain tenuous link with an older, Renaissance idea of 

science. However, post John Locke's empiricistic consignment of neo-Platonic notions 

of 'essence' and 'substance' to the realm of the unknowable, and in the midst of the 

Comtist disavowal of all metaphysics and re-direction of the scientific enterprise to a 

strict 'positive' concern with visible phenomena,42 modern science - as Sontag 

understands it - was in the process of coming to be, and doing so on the basis of a 

radical critique of the very neo-Platonism which Robinson espoused.

Insofar - secondly - as Robinson's 'world' partakes of Gilpin's interest in 

landscape, Robinson's thought (and his photography) is directed not by a pragmatic- 

scientific or detached evidential attitude to the circumambient objects of his perception 

but by a religious celebration of the Divine mystery lurking in the English countryside.

2) Peter Henry Emerson. Emerson's acceptance, after Whistler, of the I ’art

pour I’art duality between art and nature, and his consequent (partial) redeployment of 

Idealist pictorial values away from the world and within the artist's highly personal and
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emotional sense of the beautiful, seems to make of him an individual subjectivist of the 

sort Sontag describes, alienated from the world and dedicated to the exploitation of a 

notion of the self-as-genius. However, it needs to be borne in mind that Emerson's 

subjectivism is strictly limited to his theory of painterly art: in Emerson's art/nature 

duality, photography ends up on the side of nature.43

In terms, then, of his view of photography as distinct from painting, is 

Emerson a theoretical objectivist? It is certainly so that here, he factualises his inherited 

Idealist values, rooting them away from the 'self and within the 'world', and places 

photography in contiguity with an anti-Platonic and positivist theory of the nature of 

science. However - contra Sontag - we need here to honour two things: i) Emerson's 

involvement with sense experience sheer and simple, and concomitant with this his 

analytical concern with the physiological parameters of perception, and ii) the 

persistence of typicality, picturesqueness, poetry, harmony etc., as Emerson's guiding 

graphic principles.

i) Emerson's concern with the tactile order of nature is throughout his writings 

relativised to the perceiving self. He is thus not an objectivist in anything like its 

contemporary positivist variant.44 Emerson's photo-analytical concern is not so much 

with the strict 'object' of photography, but has rather more to do with the sensory 

experience engendered by that 'object'.

ii) Emerson's retention of undifferentiated Romantic and neoclassical Idealist 

pictorial norms, as a way of articulating his deep emotional response to the sense- 

experience engendered by his (landscape) 'object' of photography, necessarily entails
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also the retention of a significant remnant of Reynolds' neoclassical quasi-Platonic 

'standard of taste'.

Conclusion: Robinson is clearly neither alienated from his community and the

cosmos, nor is he an individual subjectivist, nor a universal objectivist. His productive 

'self - far from being 'singular' - is profoundly and persistently traditioned. His 'world' - 

which is rooted in a system of thought pre-dating the rise of modern science - partakes 

of a comfortable quasi-Realist and quasi-Platonic Idealism which overarches and binds 

together both the visible, external cosmos and the artist's subject-consciousness. 

Neither does Robinson show any central overriding duality in his thought (although he 

does own a peripheral contradictory stress on the traditioned sources and direction of 

productive 'individuality'). His lifelong championing of the reasonable rules of all art point 

us, finally, to his real position: Robinson is in fact a universal subjectivist. The binding 

force behind Robinson's Ideal Nature is a profoundly domesticated notion of Platonic 

Realist harmony, and what ultimately matters to him is his habitation of a creative 

human logos, alongside his past and present elders and betters, the painters of the 

neoclassical and Romantic Idealist traditions

Emerson is certainly dualistic, but equally certainly not unselfconsciously 

so. His division of his original theory of photography-as-art into a later (subjectivist) 

theory of art separate from his theory of ('Natural') photography evidences his 

awareness of the initial contradiction between his aim of art as 'aesthetic pleasure' and 

his standard for art as 'Nature alone'.
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Despite Emerson's empiricistic opposition to the customary and accepted 

rules for art, he is in fact a secret or contradictory traditionalist. His retention - in his 

landscape praxis and even after his ejection of photography from the sphere of art - of 

the whole gamut of neoclassical and Romantic Idealist pictorial norms, works into and 

articulates his Rousseauesque love of Nature. The other side or Janus face of his 

factualising of such norms is an anthropomorphising of Nature. The 'Nature' which 

Emerson loves is no less an idealised human landscape than is Robinson's. He is thus, 

finally, underneath the skin of his empiricistic scientism, like Robinson neither an 

individual subjectivist, nor a universal objectivist, but a universal subjectivist, and on 

much the same historical grounds: that of his acceptance of an English (post Sir Joshua 

Reynolds, empiricised, quasi-Platonic) 'standard of taste'. The only real remaining 

analytical difference between our two bluff practical photo-aestheticians is that this 

acceptance is explicit and (contradictorily) expressed as a kind of antf-empiricism in 

Robinson's case, sotto voce and thoroughly and explicitly empiric/sed, in Emerson's.

In conclusion, finally, to the discussion of Sontag's theory of the nature of 

photography's self-legitimation, her adoption of a Marxian alienative stress is here, as 

within her wider theory of photography itself, also and equally reductive: she reduces to 

a binarist dichotomy of 'self and 'world' an actual plurality of possible positions vis a vis 

the priority of human subject consciousness or object of human knowing in the field of 

photo-aesthetics.

Our picture is now somewhat larger than Sontag's: and we we can see that 

implicit within her reductive description of the intellectual history of photo-aesthetics as
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the epistemological opposition of 'self and 'world' lurks a real opposition, between 

(individual or universal) subjectivism and (universal) objectivism.

Within (non-photographic) aesthetic theory, (variously) 'subjectivist' and 

'objectivist' critical stances have been around for quite some time. Abrams notes 

Longinus (a writer on aesthetic affairs in the 1st century AD) as the prototypical 

'expressive' critic: expressive criticism, as we have noted, relates the work of art 

primarily to the emotions and feelings of the artist, and is therefore subjectivist in 

orientation [1:22]. Further, Aristotle (384-322 BC) is for Abrams a seminal 'mimetic' 

critic, and 'mimesis' in this instance being directed to states of affairs in the visible 

universe, Aristotle can justifiably be argued to be 'objectivist' in orientation [7:9-11]. 

Given this sourcing of the root-dilemma not only of photo-aesthetics, but of aesthetics 

itself, to a time somewhat before the rise of modern capitalism, and given the free flow 

of ideas between mainstream aesthetic theory and photo-aesthetic theory (as amply and 

vividly demonstrated in the thought of Robinson and Emerson), we need neither to posit 

nor accept a Marxian version of the concept of alienation to explain the existence of a 

(real, variously) subject/object duality within photography's strategies of self-legitimation.
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CHAPTER IX: Photography and Empiricism.

Joel Eisenger, in the conclusion to his history of photographic criticism in 

the USA, proposes that the only way to encompass the contrasting insights into 

photography offered by 'modernist' and 'postmodernist' theories, is to view the 

photograph as both a 'trace' of reality and also a 'transformation' of reality [ /5:269-270],

'Trace' conceptions of photography include, for example, Roland Barthes'

avowedly ‘realist’ belief that each camera-image is ‘wholly ballasted by the contingency

of which it is the weightless, transparent envelope' [4:5], or Berger's statement that:

'...the material relation between the image and what it represents...is an 
immediate and unconstructed one. And is indeed like a trace.' [6:93]

A 'trace' is two things: both a tracing, a copying, and also a remnant of 

some original presence, implying that something has been lost in the shift between 

object and image. Into this loss a hint of the presence of human consciousness within 

photography insinuates itself. However, within the confines of the idea of the 'trace' this 

presence can never be fully articulated, and 'trace' theories ultimately collapse back 

upon an idea of mimesis pure and simple: they are, in fact, a failed attempt to open up 

some theoretical space for the operations of photo-artistic agency whilst keeping hold of 

the original empiricist dream of the camera as nature's own mimetic means.

'Transformative' conceptions of photography, in contrast, stress agency,

e.g. John Tagg's statement that a valid explanation of photography must address itself:

'...not to some ‘magic’ of the medium, but to the conscious and unconscious 
processes, the practices and institutions, through which the photograph can incite 
a phantasy, take on meaning, and exercise an effect.’ [47:4]
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Eisenger's identification of a ‘trace'/'transformation' duality in American 

photo-criticism parallels Sontag's annotation of a 'world'/'self duality within the whole 

history of photography's self-defence. Eisenger, that is, picks up the same root insight 

as Sontag into the division between objectivist (mimetic) and subjectivist (expressive) 

critical orientations imported into photo-aesthetics from mainstream aesthetics, and 

reads the division in an over-simplified fashion as marking the border between the 

'modernist' and 'postmodernist' periods. There is, however, one important difference 

between Eisenger and Sontag: Eisenger's subjectivist notion of 'transformation' stresses 

a communal or social reading of photographic subject-consciousness, whilst Sontag's 

subjectivist idea of 'self' stresses a purely individual reading of such consciousness.

Sontag's thoughts on the nature of photography fall victim to a (Marxian) 

politico-economic objectivism. Eisenger's analysis, in its resigned acceptance of two 

antithetical viewpoints, is prey to a certain philosophical fatalism. In rejecting both these 

approaches, and maintaining that photography is neither 'world' oriented nor 'self 

oriented: is neither a 'trace' of reality nor a 'transformation' of reality (nor both of these 

things together): is neither objectivist mimesis nor subjectivist expression - there 

inevitably arises the bald and simple question: what then is photography?

Before proceeding - in what has now become a systematic inquiry - beyond

this initial negation, a methodological problem needs to be dealt with. Roland Barthes in

the introduction to Camera Lucida makes explicit a philosophical conception which in an

implicit way haunts many another less lucid attempt to describe photography:

'I wanted to learn at all costs what Photography was “in itself,” by what essential 
feature it was to be distinguished from the community of images.' [4:3]
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In Calvlnian philosophy knowledge about 'natural' objects or cultural 

artefacts is found only by way of their functional relations with other such things, in the 

general context of the modal integrity of our experience. In this approach to matters 

ontic, the grounding relationship is creational: things exist only by virtue of their having 

been created. Talk of 'essences', or of 'natures', or of things 'in themselves', points 

beyond relationality and violates the creational norm of how it is that things came to be 

in the first place. For this (Calvinian) relational reason, my concern is not with the 

'nature' of 'the photograph’ but with the typical character of photography For this reason 

also, the next step in our systematic inquiry leads us not into some dense thicket of 

unmediated abstraction, but back - to the coming-to-be of photography and to the 

context of its invention and first use: for it is there that the culturally productive relations 

which define the original character of photography can be seen most clearly. Further, 

my interest in the process of photography's invention is less narrative in character than it 

is analytical: directed to the identification of the actual epistemological context wherein 

photography became thinkable, to, in other words, the conditions of photography's 

intellectual birth, the coming-to-be of photography as an idea.

Joel Snyder, in discussing the historical context of photography's invention,

refers to 'the instrumentality of cameras' [44:511], and, further, notes that:

'In our own age, surrounded as we are by consumer goods and gadgets built to 
average or indifferent standards, we have lost the sense of the tool as fit for its 
work and the extent to which the design and construction of a tool carries with it 
the standards of its intended use.' [44:510]

Snyder's identification of the instrumental character of the camera makes a 

useful first relocation of the historical analysis away from neutralist superstitions and
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within the real world of traditioned human subject-consciousness. Further, the problem 

which immediately concerns us is indeed the problem of the standards of photography's 

intended use. A first indication of where such standards might be found comes with the 

straightforward realisation that the chemical processes which finally made photography 

possible were discovered not by artists but by scientists.45 And thus the source of the 

principled intentionality behind photography seems likely to be discovered somewhere in 

the general neighbourhood of eighteenth century science.

John Locke's 'Essay1, whose cultural authority during the eighteenth century 

we have already noted, was one of the first of many raids by the scientific imagination 

upon the domain of epistemology Locke's claims upon the high ground of knowledge, 

made on behalf of a generalised notion of Newtonian 'natural philosophy', reveal 

themselves upon investigation (like those of other and later such incursions) to be in 

reality the claims of a cluster of specific sciences. The sciences which Locke favoured 

are mathematics, chemistry, and physics.

Mathematical theorems represent, for Locke, an ideal type of demonstrative 

knowledge, which kind comprises 'the largest field of our knowledge' [72.313], and their 

virtue for him lies in the denotative clarity of mathematical symbols, the tightness of the 

correspondence between mathematical existent, mental idea, and visible sign of that 

idea. Locke thus advocated a mimetic theory of knowledge, and treated the slipperiness 

of language with great suspicion. Beyond words, which often allow the escape of ideas 

from their underlying existent thing, Locke preferred the clarity of mathematical diagrams 

[ 72315]. Locke's desire for an extra-linguistic, mimetic and diagrammatic means of
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unambiguous significatory access to external reality created a felt need in the eighteenth 

century scientific community: a need which in retrospect photography can broadly be 

said to have attempted to satisfy.

There is to the peculiar concatenation of matter and metaphysics which 

makes up Locke's ‘complex idea' of 'material sensible substances' [12.179] a marked 

mutability and a persistent chemical odour. Complex ideas of substances are 'a 

collection of...simple ideas, considered as united in one thing [ 12A 78], 'Simple ideas' of 

the qualities of a thing are of three types: primary qualities, secondary qualities, and the 

'powers' that a thing owns, to deliver and receive change in primary qualities. 

'Secondary qualities' are not true existents but are also invisible 'powers', that is, abilities 

that things possess to stimulate our senses in such a way as to produce colours, smells, 

tastes. 'Powers therefore justly make a great part of our complex ideas of substances' 

and the examples of such powers which Locke then quotes are those of melting and of 

dissolving [12.177], Locke here gives to the objects of our perception a distinct frailty, 

splitting off aspects of their existence, including that of identity, assigning such aspects 

to the human perceiving subject, and stressing their mutative abilities in terms borrowed 

from chemical science. Such an interest in the transfer of the identity of a thing from 

world to self, in the mutation of a thing's aspects, and in the chemistry of things, can 

again in retrospect be seen to be a part of the intellectual substrate of photography.

Locke's partiality for physical science is evidenced via two of its sub

departments, mechanics and optics. The mechanical cast to Locke's thinking has two 

sides, the first of which shows up in the way in which he breaks the mind down into a
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series of discrete operations, a sequential balancing out or departmentalisation of the 

various 'powers' operating within the manner of our perceiving. Just such a tendency to 

the departmentalisation of complex processes was an intrinsic feature of the later 

object-to-negative, negative-to-positive system of photography.

Locke's second debt to mechanics is his view of causation. The scholarly 

Aristotelianism against which Locke directed his Essay dealt with the physical objects of 

knowledge via a primary concern with the nature of God and His relation to the human 

spirit and to material bodies. The theory of causation held by Locke's opponents was 

teleological'. that is, it pivoted upon a notion of God as the divine universal and formal 

cause of all being. Locke's arguments for the undemonstrability of the Aristotelian, God- 

directed inner forms of things, and well documented adoption of corpusculareanism 46 - 

a theory asserting that the 'active parts' of matter consist of 'insensible corpuscles' which 

are the 'great instruments of nature' [25:343] - had the effect of substituting for the old- 

fashioned divine pull of teleological causation the newfangled material push of 

mechanical causation. This latter view of causation, of which a machine, wherein 'every 

event is and must be determined by a previous event', offers the 'most obvious example' 

[23:185], underlies Locke's description of the activity of material things in producing 

'simple ideas' in the mind. Locke's 'simple ideas' are the building blocks of all knowledge 

and are 'ECTYPES', that is, 'certainly adequate' copies or reflections of sensible 

qualities of things [72219], The mind can no more refuse such ideas 'than a mirror can 

refuse... the images...which the objects set before it do therein produce' [7269]. 'Simple 

ideas' also remain in the memory as wax preserves the mark of a seal, according to the 

force of the original impression and the receptivity of the material [72206],
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The processes of photography show a remarkable congruence with Locke's 

concept of the operation of mechanical causation upon the human mind. For the light- 

sensitive materials of photography receive mimetic impressions in exactly the same 

passive way in which the mind receives 'simple ideas', and retain them in a manner 

identical to that of the human memory.

Locke's optical interests, of which we have already noted something in his 

likening of the mind to a mirror, are rooted in his redirection of philosophical attention 

away from God and towards nature, and away from the linguistically derived inner forms 

of things and towards their sensorially perceived peripheral qualities: and depend upon 

a marked visual prejudicing of his sensorium as it is engaged in his grand initiatory call 

to 'EXPERIENCE' as the sole route to human knowledge. For sight is 'the most 

comprehensive of all our senses' [72:92] and by 'EXPERIENCE' Locke means only 'Our 

observation employed either, about external sensible objects, or about the internal 

operations of our minds...' [72:61, my italics].47

The optical cast of Locke's thought surfaces when he describes what

happens when a 'material sensible substance' is placed under a microscope:

'...for what to our naked eyes produces a certain colour, is, by thus augmenting 
the acuteness of our senses, discovered to be quite a different thing; and the thus 
altering...the proportion of the bulk of the minute parts of a coloured object to our 
usual sight produces different ideas from what it did before.' [25:191]48

On Locke's magnification of a 'substance', 'secondary' qualities of things 

alter or vanish - colour, sound, taste, smell. 'Primary' qualities remain constant - 'bulk, 

figure, number, situation, and motion' [72177], Locke's experience of microscopy had 

thus a peculiar analytical force and meaning for him. Peering into the heart of the
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material structure of things, Locke re-encountered his concern with the mechanics of the 

outer world - with location, spatial extension, mass, velocity. His theory of 'primary' and 

'secondary' qualities is thus an optically-assisted projective act, an imagining at the 

centre of material being of properties already and elsewhere encountered - in the pages 

of a Newtonian treatise, I shrewdly suspect: and also a divestment or rejection of 

everything that hinders his view of the corpuscularean root source of mechanical 

causation - in A.N. Whitehead's phrase the 'soundless, scentless, colourless...hurrying 

of material'. In Locke's revaluation of the optical residue of his use of the microscope to 

the status of ‘primary qualities', those aspects of the outer reality of things which thus 

gain an inner or basic cosmological priority are the photographic properties of the 

'substance' under examination.

Locke, finally, metaphorically hijacks the direct optical antecedent of the

modern camera - that is, the camera obscura - and uses it as the outer casing of his

prime overarching picture of the human mind:

'...external and internal sensation are the only passages I can find of knowledge to 
the understanding. These alone...are the windows by which light is let into this 
dark room. For, methinks, the understanding is not much unlike a closet, wholly 
shut from light, with only some little openings left, to let in external visible 
resemblances, or ideas of things without; would the pictures coming into such a 
dark room but stay there, and lie so orderly as to be found upon occasions, it 
would very much resemble the understanding of a man, in reference to all objects 
of sight, and the ideas of them.' [72:100]49

Locke here locates within the 'dark room' of the camera obscura his whole 

re-inscription of metaphysical knowing as empirical seeing, in which all the intellectual 

stresses suggestive of the need to chemically register and fix the camera image are 

summarised. The role of language in mediating knowledge is ignored. Knowledge is
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comprised of the inner reflection of 'external visible resemblances', i.e. knowing is visual 

mimesis. Such mimesis entails a point-to-point diagrammatic shift of the visible aspects 

of a thing from outer reality to an insulated inner place, the mind-as-department. The 

business of the mind is the passive acceptance of 'visible resemblances', and all 

perceptual causation is projected onto the outer material world.

Roland Barthes has noted that ‘Photography is at the intersection of two 

quite distinct procedures’, an historically prior 'physical order: the formation of the image 

through an optical device' and a later 'chemical order: the action of light on certain 

substances' [4:10], The photographically-significant historical achievement of Locke's 

epistemology, brought into focus in his metaphor of the human mind as a retentive 

camera obscura, was to bring about the intellectual cohabitation of Barthes' two orders. 

In other words, Locke press-ganged Renaissance optical procedures into theoretical 

service, in order to show how it is that 'external visible objects' make their reappearance 

within the mind, whilst other elements in his thought - his dislike of language, his 

adoption of mechanical causation, his departmentalisation of mental operations - 

suggested the need and the chemical means for fixing the flux of vision, for making the 

products of observation more easily available to the analytical and reflective processes 

of thought. Locke thus rhetorically mated the Renaissance mechanisation of the eye 

with a certain suggestive view of the human memory, with that power of making the 

'ideas' produced by 'external...sensations' to 'lie orderly: an intellectual act which found 

its later artifactual realisation in the nineteenth century development of the light-sensitive 

materials crucial to the photographic enterprise.50
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CHAPTER X: Photography as Abstraction.

Introduction: In summation of the argument of the preceding chapter, Locke's

epistemological theory conceives of human knowing as an imaging process whereby the 

characteristics of discrete things or 'substances' replicate themselves by the impulse of 

mechanical causation upon the 'white paper' of the mind as a point by point or quality by 

quality diagrammatic shift. So, for Locke, coming-to-know is at root a 'natural' process, 

motivated not by a human knowing subject but by the objects of knowledge themselves. 

And the chemical processes of photography show such a marked parallel with the 

empiricist theory of knowledge - in that (amongst other comparisons previously given) 

the objects of depiction imprint themselves upon the negative by the 'natural' impulse of 

light - that it seems best to understand photography as an expression of (Lockeian) 

empiricism. And so here, in Locke's original (deist) displacement of human subject

consciousness from the centre of the epistemological process, is revealed the historical 

source of all the objectivist (or mimetic, or world-oriented, or 'trace') theories on the 

nature of photography.

Yet, photography as a typical empiricist artefact can here also be seen to 

rest upon a distinct falsity, to wit, Locke's notion of the mind as the passive receptor of 

those 'simple ideas of sense' which are the building blocks of all certain knowledge. 

Where Locke envisages the ‘natural’ operations of corpuscularean mechanical causation 

upon the mind, Calvinian philosophy recognises the learning activity of a significant 

human subject. Coming to know some-one-'thing' scientifically does not happen 

magically and mechanically of itself, but rather takes place via the purposive, disjunctive
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and abstractive processes of logical thought. This critique of empiricist epistemology 

suggests a different reading of photography, a re-inscription of its original intentionality. 

Charles Baudelaire in 1859 noted that the 'true duty' of photography is to be 'the servant 

of the sciences and arts'.51 Whilst remaining for now agnostic as to photography's role 

vis a vis art, the camera does indeed fulfil a service role in the enterprise of science: 

that of an aid to memory and a participant in the process of abstraction.

By this argument a third way is found between photography as 'trace' or as 

'transformation', as 'world' oriented or as 'self' oriented, as mimesis or as expression. 

Photography is none of these things: photography is an abstractive act. And with this we 

begin our systematic analysis of the typical character of photography, to move forward in 

which we need to ask the next obvious question: what k ind  of an abstractive act?

Photography is not in itself dedicated to any single modality of (abstractive) 

scientific knowing. P.H. Emerson begins Naturalistic Photography For Students of the 

Art with a lyric paean of praise to photography as the handmaid of a long list of particular 

sciences, to wit astronomy, biology, chemistry, meteorology, geography, medicine, 

ballistics, criminology [77:5-9]. And photography is clearly neither (say) a specifically 

mathematical artifact in the sense that a slide rule is, nor is it (say) a tool devoted to the 

science of mechanics in the way that a protractor or a T square is. Nevertheless, 

photography does show a distinct aspectual or modal predilection, a partiality for those 

observable and mechanical aspects of the outer world which Locke projected into the 

centre of material being as 'the original or primary qualities of body...viz. solidity, 

extension, figure, motion or rest, and number' [72:83].
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There are in fact two intimately related facets of photography-as-abstraction 

at issue here. The first (1) reveals itself historically - the gradual intellectual prioritisation 

and subsequent technological objectification of the human function and faculty of sight. 

The second (2) is more directly systematic - the opposition within the structure of each 

and every photograph of one particular aspect of the cosmos to all the others.

1) Photography as Abstraction and Objectification of Sight. In seeking the root

of photography's dedication to the observable aspects of things we need to shift our

attention from the chemical order of photography to its optical order, and from the

interior logic of Locke's metaphor of the mind to its outer casing. Snyder, in discussing

the camera's 'standards of...intended use' notes that Renaissance schemata of

representation do not receive 'scientific corroboration' from the camera but that:

'On the contrary, cameras represent the incorporation of those schemata into a 
tool designed and built...to aid painters and draughtsmen in the production of 
certain kinds of pictures.’ [44:511]

Snyder here over-reads or anticipates the development of the modern 

camera within its pre-photographic form, the camera obscura. Moreover, his argument 

partakes of a long tradition within photo-aesthetics of comparing human vision with 

photographic seeing, a tradition which goes back at least as far as Emerson's 1889 

analysis of the physiology of the human eye, and which is in fact a sub-department of, or 

an inevitable accompaniment to, the dialogue between 'trace' and 'transformation'. 

Snyder, in arguing against pure mimesis and for the conventional nature of the camera 

[44:504-514], opts (tentatively) for 'transformation'. 'Transformative' arguments (like 

Snyder's) highlight the divergences between lens and eye, noting that (for instance)
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cameras are not (usually) binocular, they place an artificial square or rectangular frame 

around particular scenes or objects, they lack the eye's complex ongoing relationship 

between direct and peripheral vision, they are denied access to the temporal dimension 

of human seeing, etc. In contrast to this 'transformative' understanding of the 

relationship between human sight and photographic seeing, the view of photography as 

abstraction that I wish to put forward notes that the human eye and the camera lens do 

in fact share certain foundational optical principles, and that such principles do speak to 

the similarities between the photographic image and what we see when we close one 

eye and fix the other (against its inbuilt wandering impulse) on a single object. This is 

not, however, an argument for the 'naturalness' of photography, on the 'trace' side of the 

debate: for the original (Renaissance) abstraction of optical principles which made the 

camera lens possible is itself an intellectually freighted or a science-laden act - an 

expression of scientific consciousness. The invention of the camera obscura can by this 

view justifiably be read as an initial scientific disentangling of sheer seeing from its web 

of interconnections with the various kinds of necessary (intra-modal) judgements - 

ethical, moral, juridical, social, emotional - we make about the objects of our experience: 

as, in short, a prefatory alienation of the eye or suspension of vision.52

The Renaissance use of the camera obscura did not, however, immediately 

evict the artist from the process of painting. The camera obscura is easily recognisable 

as a tool or as an instrument of depiction because it requires the drawing skills of an 

individual artistic subject to complete the picture. This maintenance of artistic agency, or 

conservation of individual interpretive employment, was an offshoot or consequence of 

the Renaissance neo-Platonic vision of science as a human ideal. The original scientific
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abstraction of bare vision carried out by the camera obscura remained in tension with 

the many other ways there are of getting to know the world via the continued presence 

at the heart of the painterly endeavour of a living many-sensed epistemological subject.

The arrival of Lockeian empiricism some 130 years after the first recorded 

use of the camera obscura set the epistemological stage for the second significant 

moment in the invention of photography.53 Locke's adoption of mechanical causation 

and consequent attribution of epistemological motivation to the objects of our experience 

displaced individual human consciousness from the centre of the learning process. At 

the same time, his use of the camera obscura as the framework for his metaphor of the 

mind preserved intact the original Renaissance abstraction and objectification of optical 

principles, and whilst further prioritising this original displacement of the eye, linked it to 

a secondary displacement of the human memory (conceived not as a dynamic process 

but as the static warehousing of images).

The culmination in January 1839 of the long process of experimentation 

which led, in France, to the invention of the daguerreotype, and in England to the 

invention of the calotype, was - in my view, as previously stated - an outworking of 

Locke's epistemology, which in Anglo-French culture had by then the force of unspoken 

assumption. The photographic displacement of artistic agency from the centre of the 

process of depiction, and its replacement by 'nature', parallels Locke's earlier rhetorical 

ousting of human subject consciousness from the hub of knowing and its replacement 

by the objects of our experience. The silvered copper surface of the daguerreotype, or 

the silver-nitrate coated paper of the calotype, thus came to stand in for the wax surface
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or white paper of Locke's vision of the mind: and photography in its completed form of 

camera plus chemistry arrived on the European cultural scene as the actuaiisation or 

objectification of Locke's rhetorical mating of a Renaissance abstracted eye with a 

(newly) abstracted memory.54

2) Photography as Abstraction and Opposition of Aspects. The question that

remains is the systematic one of what (exactly) is 'taken' in the act of photography and

what is left? In a ground-breaking 1964 public lecture on the technical forebears of the

camera, the pioneer photographic historian Heinrich Schwartz described the cardinal

aim of Renaissance art, as codified in Alberti's mathematical rules of perspective, as:

'...the ideal of a three-dimensional illusion and the abstraction o f space as it 
appears framed in a kind of showbox or on a stage distinctly bounded by the 
picture frame...' [56:99, my italics.]

The corollary to the initial abstraction of vision from the human sensorium - 

effected by the principles of perspective - is the abstraction of spatial relationships from 

the scene undergoing depiction. That which the abstracted eye itself abstracts from its 

object is not the full panoply of meaning with which we are confronted in our ordinary 

experience, but a uni-dimensional structure of lines, tones, spaces, and colours, 

organised towards the point of vision. However, the significant question here is not to 

do with the rules of perspective drawing, as (later) objectified in the camera obscura, but 

with photography proper: how or in what way does the finished empiricist artefact - as 

the objectification of a Lockeian sensual 'idea' and as a means to the abstraction of the 

visible parts of Locke's 'original or primary qualities of body...viz. solidity, extension, 

figure, motion or rest, and number' - deal with its Renaissance inheritance?
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Locke's 'ideas', the visually prejudiced sense-impressions which were for 

him the building blocks of all knowledge and which he compared to the pictures received 

by the camera obscura of the mind, were in fact a rhetorical stratagem whereby he 

short-circuited the slipperiness of language. A Lockeian sensual 'idea' - of the primary 

qualities of things - is pure mimesis, utterly unaffected by consciousness, a point-to- 

point representation in no way generated by, conceived within, or affected at its 

conception by, the language abilities of a human perceiving subject, but driven into the 

mind by mechanical causation and hence motivated solely by the object of perception 

itself. But even on Locke's own account of knowing it is manifestly not the object itself 

which reappears within the mind, nor even its primary qualities: the nature of an 'idea' 

as a representation defines the place of Renaissance optics within Locke's theory, and 

the way in which the abstracted and mathematicised spatial aspects of things - i.e. 

'extension, figure, number' - actually stands in within his theory for their physical and 

kinetic properties: 'solidity...motion or rest'.

Hence, just as Locke's theory preserved intact the original Renaissance 

fascination with sheer seeing, so also did it maintain the scientialised Renaissance 

concern with a single, fixed viewpoint and with the rules of perspective drawing: with, in 

Schwartz's phrase, the abstraction of space. And so, by extension, we can justifiably 

siate that photography - as a typically Lockeian form of technology - is at root dedicated 

to the spatial relationships which describe objects in the world and mediate their 

conjunction, and is in fact the scientific abstraction, co-option and mechanisation of the 

human skills of drawing.
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Further, and finally, we can sum up the typical character of photography in 

its context of invention and first use by analogy with Dooyeweerd's view of the 

abstractive character of science. The epistemological means or 'way' of science is logic. 

The individual aspects of created being which comprise the ontic base of particular 

sciences find theoretical articulation only by being opposed to the logical aspect or way 

of being present in the cosmos. Logic, in other words, defines i) a uniquely scientific 

kind of abstraction, the initial (ontological) singling out of specific aspects of being in 

order to bring them to theoretical attention, and ii) provides the subsequent analytical 

means of focus of every science.

Within the typical character of photography, similarly, the spatial aspect of 

things operates as a deep (non-verbal) epistemological structure. The various kinds of 

meaning circulating in each and every photograph, when the photograph is functionally 

located within human subject consciousness, find articulation only via the photograph's 

unique organisation of spatial relationships. The abstraction of space carried out by the 

camera lens, seen in its correct (human) context, is not a bare aspectual removal, but 

an opposition to and an ordering of other aspects or meaningful implications present in 

the object of photographic depiction. Such implications - which are not ancillary matters 

to the spatial structure of the photograph, but are its actual point or real locus of 

significance - submit to a double activation by human subject consciousness: once in 

the (complex) moment of producing the image, and again, subsequently, in the moment 

of its perception by an audience. The whole endeavour of photography - all the varied 

possible meanings of photographs - is, in sum, focused by the abstraction of space as 

codified in Alberti's rules of perspective and objectified in the camera lens.
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Conclusion: Science and Photography. The trust given to photographs in

their accustomed usage as a source of public information within the general culture, is a 

function of the camera's history as an instrument of scientific knowledge. Our 

(communal) faith in the facticity of photographs is thus a secondary matter, inherited 

from and contingent upon a primary scientific bestowal of belief The status of the 

camera and its associated photo-chemical procedures as an expression or a concretion 

of the Renaissance and later Lockeian prioritisation of sheer seeing - and the utility of 

such seeing to the scientific endeavour - is one reason why scientists have placed their 

faith in photography as a full and accurate tracing of reality (and not as the abstraction of 

spatial relationships from the object of depiction). I shall, in the final section of this 

chapter, explore the hinterland of this culturally authoritative scientific faith in the camera 

in a little more detail.

The meaning of a scientific photograph is not fixed or entirely given in the 

structure of the photograph itself, but is in part a function of the dialogic context of the 

particular scientific discipline within which the photograph was produced and within 

which it was intended to be viewed. For a scientist, not only the camera but also the 

photograph itself is a tool - that is to say, the means to a certain end. The lines, tones, 

spaces and colours of each photographic image generated within the purview of science 

are read in strict relation to the scientist's purposeful obsession, and this appropriate and 

inevitable single-mindedness pushes any consideration of the real abstractive character 

of the photograph below the horizon of interest. Scientists, in other words, read through 

photographs, and the necessary habit of automaticaiiy reading lines as though they were 

things is deeply imbedded within the scientific endeavour. Thus the (abstractive) needs
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generated by standard scientific procedures of inquiry dictate a reading of spatiality as 

mimesis. Or to put this same insight another way up, photography becomes and 

remains mimesis only within the dialogic context of single-minded science.

The usefulness of photographic images to science is related, also, to their 

embodiment of another kind of abstraction or displacement. Photography's original 

purpose was, in part, to memorialize, that is, to ‘fix’ the flux of vision, to arrest its object 

of depiction within the usual constant drift of changefulness. And so all photographs 

possess a peculiar kind of relatedness to the temporal life of things: they are in effect 

'still lives' wherein duration is exiled from the frame. This arrest of change and 

banishment of duration from each individual image has a peculiar utility to science in 

relation (precisely) to the isolation of temporal effect. The individual photograph, by 

itself, has comparatively little utility for science beyond its encapsulation of a believable 

(Lockeian) standard of vision. Photography comes into its (scientific) own mostly as a 

mode or means of comparison: for the comparative scrutiny of a number of 

photographs of a single object or state of scientific affairs taken in sequence is a very 

accurate way of registering change. By thus arresting change, and exiling duration from 

each individual image, photography allowed the detailed annotation of regularity and 

irregularity, of normality and deviation, and so made possible a new way of getting at the 

business of science, which is the discovery of lawfulness.55
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CHAPTER XI: Seerveld's Theory of Art.

We have seen that the original abstractive intentionality of the camera

cannot adequately be described without the assistance of a theory about the character

of science. Equally, photography's possibilities as an art-medium cannot be explored

without the help of a theory about the character of art. Calvin Seerveld posits that:

'...art works in our civilisation comprise...a family of man-made things that bear a 
qualification irreducible to other kinds of cultural artefacts.’ [47:109]

Seerveld's perception of the particularity of art objects leads him to the 'hunch':

'...that there is a fundamental aesthetic mode of existence, a definite, irreducible 
aesthetic dimension of reality, a peculiarly aesthetic side of life we do well to 
recognise, understand and obediently enact.' [47:109]

The word Seerveld uses to define the core character of art is 

allusiveness,56 which he expands upon by referring to photograph's 'disciplined 

suggestiveness', to non-figurative sculpture's 'intrinsic ellepticality', to the 'hinting 

ambiguity' of theatrical mime, and to poetry as 'an indigenously polysemic, metaphorical 

kind of entity' [47:126-1281.

In parallel with his perception of the distinctiveness of art objects and of the 

whole aesthetic dimension of life, Seerveld sees the imagination - as the anthropological 

home of artistic activity - to possess a specific and independent ontic status. To cut a 

long, scholarly, and intensely worked analysis brutally short, art for Seerveld is rooted in 

the human ability to produce 'imaginata' or 'fictions', which are neither rational concepts, 

nor recovered sense experiences [40:46-7], nor empathic feelings [38:86], but are 

'metaphoric similations' [40:54],
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'The core of being busy imaginatively is to be discovering resemblances of some 
odd-appropriate sort that remain allusive but compel attention and elliptically 
present metaphoric insight.’ [40:50]

So ’fictions' are tor Seerveld the products of the human capacity for 

imagining, which - though wayward, a-logical, kicking in at odd moments and in curious 

often humorous ways - is nevertheless an ordered and lawful activity, and is moreover 

ubiquitous, that is, available not to some genial God-struck few but in greater or lesser 

measure to all humankind. The imagination, as the seat of a particular way of 

functioning vis a vis the perceptible world, thus underlies both the reception of art and 

the production of art: generating the sense of kinship, of familiarity and illumination, on 

which the comprehension of art depends, and providing also the generic raw material of 

art, those perceptions which are able-to-become developed 'fictions' or 'imaginata' on 

being worked over by the skills relative to a particular artistic discipline [40:54],

Imaginative activity is also for Seerveld 'symbolific activity', and

'symbolifying' appears in his writings to be virtually synonymous with imagining - insofar

as both possess a nascent commonly available form and a craft-loaded variant essential

to the making of art-objects. The 'symbolifying' of art, moreover:

'...is not a technical reproduction of an earlier sprung mental object...but is the 
direct, continual, concentrated, constantly being modified...turning over into 
colour, gesture, tone or some medium, the meanings of the originally perceived 
given, which meanings grow on the studying artist gradually during the actual 
work.' [55:93]

Seerveld's insight that art, as the characteristic product of the human 

imagination, is 'the symbolifical objectification of certain meaning aspects of a thing, 

subject to the law of allusivity' [35:36-37], is but one element within his wider 

epistemological theory, the fulcrum of which is a Calvinian reading of intuition
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For the Calvinian philosopher Herman Dooyeweerd - Seerveld's own guide 

at this point in his thinking - our ordinary, non-analytical learning takes place in the 

grasp, gentle or otherwise, of a living-into the God-given temporal order of subject-to- 

object and subject-to-subject relationships, and such learning is not (as the empirical 

tradition would have it) 'a synthetical logical arrangement of sensory impressions' but 

rather a many-dimensioned ongoing absorption of integral moments of knowledge, 

centred via a given inner perception of self-identity. So shaped, and in continual 

dynamic adjustment, this never-completed learning is our intuition and is, furthermore, 

both 'the temporal basic layer of all cognition' and 'typical of the attitude of thought in 

naive experience'. As such, intuitive knowledge is transmodal in character: which is to 

say that it deals not with abstracted aspects or dimensions of existence but with things 

in their unanalysed wholeness [73:11,474-5],

The knowable object correlative with Dooyeweerd:s human intuiting subject

is the cosmic, inter-modal coherence of meaning. Where the scientist splits up this

coherence and by logical and abstractive means seeks precise knowledge of particular

cosmic modalities, the artist, in Seerveld's view:

'...tries to live into a given object's multiple meanings, peripheral nuances and 
tributary connections, and catch all these meanings symbolically together...as 
they present themselves through one special aspect of the object.' [.?8:84]

So, in Seerveld's theory, art and science are unlike each other in that the 

artist refuses the scientific abstraction of a single, particular way that a thing is from its 

total context of meaning, and deals instead with the thing or state of affairs to which 

artistic attention is directed via that which the scientist ignores, that is, its entitary
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character, which evinces a complex intertwining of various particular ways of being.

Art is, however, also like science, in two ways: firstly, in that an artist 

enacts a specific discipline, which, according to Seerveld, owns a relationship with those 

same dimensions of meaning - the jural, the ethical, the spatial, etc. - foundational to 

particular sciences, and so for example dance and biology own a certain kinship via a 

common (though differently focused) utilisation of the bio-organic dimension of the 

cosmos [38:100]. The dimensions of cosmic meaning which are structurally and 

epistemologically foundational to particular art-disciplines act as lenses or aspectual 

windows via which the many other ways that things are can be viewed.

Secondly, art is like science because both lean into the intuitive knowing of 

what Dooyeweerd calls 'naïve' or pre-theoretical experience. The scientist relies upon 

intuition in his own narrowed down tensely scrutinising manner, and in his specialised 

field of interest. The artist, in contrast, brings to vivid life what both Dooyeweerd and 

Seerveld call the 'Erleben', the living-into-it-attitude, of intuition, fashioning and making 

more conscious and explicit our ordinary, integral, and bodily grasp of the many ways 

things are - which in the playful world of the imagination includes that which things were 

in the past, ought to be in the present, and might be in the future.

Seerveld's notion of intuitive knowledge as being in some way bodily, ana

not a merely 'mental' activity, underlies his understanding of the symbol as the basic

epistemological unit of art, in that the symbol is for him a pre-lingual form of designation:

'...a different aspect of reality than the lingual designative one is the symbolical, 
whose nuclear moment is suggestion...I am proposing this, that the barest sign- 
language has structurally what is inconceivable to the most developed symbolical 
occurrence - a vocabulary, fixed meanings to given signs. That is why the most 
completely opened up and finished symbolical action...never reaches for clarity



but only effects increased subtlety, simply because the key moment to what is 
symbolical is suggestion. This symbolical sphere of reality I am willing to call 
the aesthetic ordinance in creation.' [J<S:89]

Or in other words inscribed elsewhere the ’law of allusivity*. We need to 

bear in mind here that Seerveld's definition of art as 'allusiveness' is epistemologically 

slanted and points specifically to the suggestive, implicit and elliptical means of art, as a 

symbolic designative activity, and guard against the hint of vagueness or imprecision as 

to the meaning inhering in particular artistic entities that 'allusiveness' brings in its train. 

That art be 'allusive' does not mean, for Seerveld, that artists merely allude to states of 

affairs in the cosmos. Completed art-objects bear complex burdens of meaning, and the 

suggestions about cosmic states-of-affairs implicit within the symbolical or metaphoric 

structures of such objects work around and towards actual (though indirect and non- 

propositional) conclusions. Finished art-objects, in other words, display allegiances or 

commitments to particular worldviews: their collocated subtleties, nuances, and 

allusions nudge audience perception in specific directions. The allegiance, commitment, 

or direction of specific artistic entities is for Seerveld simply a matter of a different order 

than that of defining what kind of an epistemic activity art is.57

Finally in this chapter - before, in the next, applying the notion of art as 

'allusivity' to photography - we need to show how it is that Seerveld's theory escapes the 

objectivist vs. subjectivist theoretical bind which plagues photographic aesthetics. To 

recap, briefly: the objectivist thinker locates the source of cosmic order in the objects of 

human knowledge, whereas the subjectivist thinker locates the source of cosmic order in 

the human knowing subject. These intellectual stances are of course not restricted to 

photographic aesthetics alone but can be found widely at work throughout the whole of
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the Western philosophical tradition - Roy Clouser, for example, notes Aristotle as an 

objectivist thinker and Kant as a subjectivist [77:208-209], The Calvinian philosophical 

tradition which underlies the work of Clouser and Seerveld proposes to both objectivist 

and subjectivist a third way: to wit, that the ultimate source of cosmic orderliness lies 

neither in the objects of human knowledge nor in the knowing subject, but in the person 

of the Christian God as creator of both the totality of that which can be known and of the 

knower him- or her-self.

From within the framework of Calvinian philosopny, the aesthetic realm 

which is the object of Seerveld's investigation is a distinct and identifiable cosmic aspect 

or 'law-sphere': that is, a particular way of meaning and of being present in the cosmos 

whose ultimate origin is in God as wise and Sovereign creator. The aesthetic is by this 

argument an ontic reality, and as such it takes its place alongside a number of other 

God-ordered realities or aspects - for example the spatial, the kinetic, the biotic, the 

psychic - within the cosmic, inter-modal coherence of meaning.

Aspects cohere in the structure of subject / object relations. All created 

entities - human and non-human equally - possess both subject (active) functions and 

object (passive) functions, relative to the particular God ordained ways or aspects of 

created being. My grey cat, say, by this way of thinking, has quantitive, spatial, kinetic, 

physical, biotic and sensory subject functions, and (for example) social and aesthetic 

object functions.

Each entity owns also a specific qualifying function: that is to say, a 

normative or appropriate way of meaning and of being present whose internal logic
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governs and defines its distinctness. The qualifying function of a thing does not exhaust 

the thing's potential meaning, nor its potential human or animal utility, but does 

circumscribe that which makes the thing to be of a particular kind.

In Calvinian terms 'allusivity' or 'allusiveness' is hence the qualifying (object)

function of art, and:

'...the fact that art is qualified by an (aesthetic) object-function and thus...is (some 
original subject's) objectification of certain primary-meaning givens, entails that 
art...has what you could call “secondary-meaning status.” The (secondary) 
meaning of art...must be...activated in kind by subjects, with a due awareness of 
the (committed, original) subject-presence in the (art) object.' [47:129-130]

The meaning or order of art is thus for Seerveld neither at bottom purely a 

matter of (producer or audience) subject-consciousness, nor is such (secondary) 

meaning or order derived mimetically from the primary meaning of the object depicted, 

but such meaning or order is instead located within a specific ontic layer of God‘s 

creation - the aesthetic way of being here in the cosmos, the presence of which 

ultimately guarantees the validity of the art-object. And - further, to reiterate - Seerveld 

lays his bet on 'allusivity' as the central (ordering) aesthetic principle.
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CHAPTER XII: Photography and Art.

Another - photographically significant - virtue of Seerveld's theory of art as 

'allusivity' is that it does not restrict art to a finite list of kinds of artefacts produced by 

particular artistic disciplines working with specific media. Aestheticity is not for Seerveld 

exhausted by what are traditionally recognised to be artistic sorts of entities: instead, as 

an aspect of cosmic orderliness, the aesthetic is potentially present in all things, in every 

entity within the non-human cosmos and in every human artefact. This perception of the 

ubiquity of the aesthetic (which seems to correspond with our experience) means that 

for Seerveld there is no rigid limit or final theoretical end to which particular entities can 

be or can become art - can be framed, contextualised, and presented in such a way as 

to bring out their 'allusiveness'.

Seerveld's argument establishing the ubiquity of the aesthetic, which in 

relation to human artefacts points to their persistent capacity to suggest alternative 

meanings to that which was intended within their original context of production, implies 

that there is no fundamental reason why photographs cannot be art, or cannot become 

art. However, to say that photographs have a common or garden aesthetic aspect and 

hence under certain circumstances can become art is to say no more of them than that 

they have the same measure of aesthetic life as, say, a Surrealist objet trouvé. The 

ciaim i wish to make for photography goes beyona this - beyond saying mereiy that 

photographs participate in the aesthetics of everyday life: rather, I wish to say that 

photography is capable of being an integral and coherent artistic discipline - in other
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words, and in terms of Seerveid's theory of art, that photographs can be so made as to 

bear a fuii charge or an adequate burden of aiiusiveness.

We need here to note that, whilst Seerveld s theory of art as 'aiiusiveness1 

grants a certain entitarial latitude to art, such latitude is not without horizons, in relation 

to which three factors are worthy of exploration.

a) The first is practical - beyond a certain physical bulk, art-objects 

progressively lose their facility as tokens of the exchange of suggestive meaning. 

Cristo's wrapped buildings, and much contemporary landscape art, for example, work at 

what one could call the limits of exchange. And it is worth noting that photography - 

understood and utilised as pure mimesis - is here interposed in order to generate from 

the original somewhat unwieldy object more practical and usable tokens of exchange.

b) The second factor is historical in character. Art for Seerveld is a traditioned 

human activity, and the traditional disciplines of art represent valuable storehouses of 

experience as to the ways, means and techniques of suggestiveness. To step in some 

self-proclaimediy radical fashion outside the traditional disciplines of art - as did the 

European Dadaists and Surrealists - is to risk a certain loss of depth, texture, and 

communicative weight in the finished object.

c) The third determinative factor vis a vis the entitarial horizons of art within 

Seerveid's theory brings us back to the main line of our argument regarding the art- 

potential of photography. Seerveld maintains that the traditional disciplines of art are 

founded upon, and have grown up via, a set of relationships with a finite number of ontic 

layers of reality, and that these relationships embody aspectual lenses or windows
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whereby other or alternative ways of being present in the cosmos can be integrated into 

the art-work. Seerveld's 'allusivity' theory by no means disbars the development of new 

artistic disciplines, based upon new media. However, any cultural pursuit - like 

photography - aspiring to serious consideration as an art-discipline must be able to 

demonstrate that it, too, embodies a relationship to an aspectual window of some kind, 

which either parallels, replaces, or augments existing relationships.

Prior to the problem of identifying that which gives to photography its focus 

as an artistic discipline, we are faced, however, by another dilemma, arising out of our 

previous discussion of the character of photography - a dilemma which is, furthermore, 

the same as that which faced the bluff and combative Dr. Peter Henry Emerson roughly 

a century ago, and which can be formulated as the question: how can the conflicting 

claims of science and art upon photography be resolved? Or more precisely and in 

terms of my earlier analysis, if the original use-context of photography makes of it an 

abstractive activity of service within the larger scientific endeavour, how is it that 

photography can also be art? Two initial points can here be made, the first (a) to do 

with the character of photography as a tool, the second (b) to do with the different 

epistemoiogicai and dialogic contexts of science and of everyday life.

a) A tool, as an accumulation of traditional ways of doing things, is both the

functional objectification of a specific act of human consciousness and an instrument of 

human consciousness. And that the camera is not in fact (in Fox Talbot's phrase) 'the 

pencil of nature' but is a tool, grants it both a certain fixity and a certain freedom. The 

issue here is one of agency: the kind of chaining together of tasks and the speeding up
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of functional processes that the camera accomplishes does not banish human agency 

from the process of image-making, but does effect a shift from individual agency to 

collective agency: the tradition takes over or fixes the process to some greater or lesser 

extent. This technological fixation of intellectually generated needs and corresponding 

functional procedures into a certain order is why - and only why - I have been able to 

say in an earlier phase of this argument that photography is the objectification of the 

empiricist view of the world. However, the fact that tools posses a certain original 

purpose, or that - in other words - they are designed to be utilised within specific 

intellectual and functional loci, in no way in itself precludes their adaptation and 

deployment as means to the ends dictated by markedly different kinds of loci. Which is 

to say that, in relation to the artistic potentiality of photography, firstly, there is nothing 

intrinsically ineluctable about photography's original scientific use-context, and secondly 

we should expect nevertheless to find within the camera's art-usage some remainder or 

trace of its original scientific intentionality.

b) The dialogic context of single-minded science, as we noted at the end of

the previous chapter, is one determinative element in defining the meaning of scientific 

photographs: and the reading of the spatial abstraction of photography as mimesis is 

made possible by the dominant or over-riding character of particular scientific interests. 

This insight can, however, be seen another way up. The meaning of a photograph - 

even a scientific photograph - is not exhausted within its context of production and first 

viewing. And more broadly, the different expectations conering within different dialogic 

and epistemological contexts engender different (albeit related) understandings of the 

same photograph: a fact which Sontag reads as being in some way culturally
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reprehensible, and which for her renders photographs politically suspect [46:106], but 

which is in reality the inevitable corollary of photography's emplacement (like science 

itself) as an activity within human subject-consciousness. The (relative) fluidity of 

photographic meaning points simply to the wide-ranging utility of photographs, their 

many uses and possibilities - as scientific evidence, as (snapshot) tokens of 

intersubjective (familial) memory, as carriers of public information, and as art.

And, given the multifaceted utility of photographs, it is no surprise to 

discover that the history of the camera is marked by an ongoing process of re

presentation or recontextualisation whereby images originally made for purposes not 

directly or immediately artistic - the purposes of (for example) illustrated magazines from 

the Berliner lllustrierte Zeitung in the 1920s's via the rise and fall of Life and Picture Post 

to last month's copy of Vogue - shift from the printed page to the gallery wall. The ebb 

and flow of recontextualisation, governed by shifts in taste and the demands of the art- 

market, is in fact a constant element within the praxis of the camera The process of 

recontextualisation, whilst it places within the art-photographic endeavour a certain 

vagueness or dissimilation as to the original intentionality of many of the images 

exhibited, also indicates the very real power of photography, its hold and reach within 

our common cultural life.

And scientific photographs - to return to our major theme - when removed 

from their original context of production, and viewed within that everyday epistemological 

context which Dooyeweerd calls 'naive experience', simply reassume their intrinsically 

suggestive character - meanwhile shedding their contextually determined aura of
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mimesis and becoming more recognisable as what they are, that is, spatially abstractive 

enactments of the object of depiction.

In sum. then, a photograph, even a scientific photograph, is, like a word, a 

product of, and belongs only within, the range of human consciousness: and so the 

(spatially prejudiced) referent of a photograph, like the denotation of a word, owns an 

inescapable penumbra of associated meanings. And to turn again to the camera's 

aesthetic possibilities, the status of the photographic image as a product of human 

consciousness, and its corresponding weight or mass or web of significances, grants to 

such an image the power to be art. In short, photographs can be art in much the same 

way that words can be art: by the skilful, playful, and suggestive handling of the 

subsidiary meanings around the objects to which they point.

However, these twin convictions - that firstly the scientific context of 

origination and first use of the camera-as-human-tool does not preclude it from other 

kinds of employment, and that secondly photographs can be suggestive - a) merely 

point us back to what I have earlier termed the ubiquity of the aesthetic, b) do not yet, 

within the terms of Seerveld's theory, offer sufficient grounds to establish the full 

adequacy of photography as an artistic discipline and c) return as to the question of 

photography's enactment or non-enactment of a specific, nameable, aspectual window.

My proposal here is simply that we have in fact - in the previous chapter - 

already named photography's aspectual window. To say that photography is neither a 

mimetic nor an expressive endeavour but is instead a kind of empiricist abstraction, with 

a predilection for the spatial aspects of the material and observable parts of things, is
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indeed to say something important about the scientific origination and use of 

photography. It is also, however, to note the existence within photography of a definable 

artistic point of concentration.

The difference between artistic vs. scientific photographs has far more to do 

with the demands placed upon photography by the different dialogic and epistemological 

contexts of 'art' and 'science' than it has to do with anything intrinsic to photography's 

character. Each of these two pursuits simply utilises the (spatial) aspectual focus of 

photography differently. Scientific photography accepts the lens's embodiment of the 

rules of perspective as a given, and directs its attention to a disciplinarily determined 

reading of the primary object of the photograph. Artistic photography utilises 

perspective more or less self-consciously as a means, and directs attention across the 

whole frame of the photograph, seen not as a bare representation but as a complex 

intra-modal structure of significances.

Something more can here also be seen of the historical character of 

photography as an outcome of the Renaissance and later empiricist invasion of painterly 

art by science - or more precisely, as the scientific reduction, co-option, and 

mechanisation of drawing. One result of Alberti's abstraction of the mathematical rules 

of perspective (under the control of a view of depiction as mimesis) was the suppression 

of some part of the skills of suggestiveness (the substitution of illusion for allusion) and a 

reduction of the discipline of drawing to the mere employment of geometrical technique. 

The reductive process whereby the perspective method came about was also, however, 

a revealing: a laying bare of the root concern of drawing itself with spatial relationships,
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tor as other strands of meaning - psychic, social, political - were suppressed or denied 

within the whole discipline of depiction spatiality emerged into view. The development of 

the camera obscura as a first mechanization of perspective drawing techniques, Locke's 

rhetorical co-option of the camera obscura into empiricistic science, and the invention of 

the chemical means of fixing the image - the second wave of mechanisation - then 

simply transferred the aspectual focus of drawing into photography.

We now appear to have arrived by a very circuitous route at an old- 

fashioned view of photography as perspective drawing. But here we need to note that 

what was transferred from drawing into photography was not only the rules of 

perspective but also a root concern with spatiality itself. Photography's status as an art 

is founded upon the ultimate failure of the long attempt to 'scientify' or 'scientialise' 

drawing - pictorial allusivity within photography simply refuses to be repressed, for the 

reasons I have already mentioned: the coexistence of science and art within human 

consciousness, the adaptability of human tools, and the fact that the dream of pure re

presentational mimesis upon which the whole enterprise was founded is a chimerical by

product of single-minded science.

The rules of perspective as given via the lens are certainly present within 

photography, as a remainder or trace of its scientific origins: but the irrepressible 

capacity of things to suggest a range of possible meanings, and of photographers to 

imagine along with those meanings, dictates a certain distance from, and play with, the 

rules of perspective in order to permit the re-introduction of other kinds of meaning - 

psychic, social, political, etc.
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CHAPTER XIII: Photography as an Art.

If the camera's particular way of knowing is indeed via the spatial aspect of 

things, we would expect to find in photography's aesthetic history the trace of a certain 

attitude: the treatment of spatiality as a means, and/or an imaginative or playful 

approach to Renaissance perspective. My final chapter will briefly sample the historical 

record in search of this attitude, dealing first with H.P. Robinson and P.H. Emerson.

Robinson's lifelong (1830-1901) championing of Idealist rules of painterly 

composition can now be seen as not an importation of the detail of the Renaissance 

abstraction of space into photography, but rather a recognition of the lens as 

technological expression of that abstraction. His careful placing of people and things 

before the camera, and his convoluted darkroom manipulations, preserve unchallenged 

the principles of perspective drawing: the picture plane is for him almost literally a stage 

whereon his picturesque stories are acted out. However, the deployment of painterly 

rules of composition was not for Robinson an end in itself, but was instead and explicitly 

a means - to the exploration of 'that which must be felt1, 'the poetry of art' [33:57]. What 

Robinson was feeling out via the lens and naming as 'poetry', was the literarily 

suggestive substrate to the spatial relationships abstracted from his various carefully 

organised or dramatised objects of depiction. Robinson's methodology conserves an 

earlier ideal of art as rational and conscious hand-work: that is, he maintains, quite 

unselfconsciously, a Renaissance stress on active artistic subject-consciousness, and 

treats the whole process of photography as if he were still a gentleman-artist of the 

sixteenth or seventeenth century using a camera obscura.
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In Emerson's work we see an eariy challenge to the rules of perspective, 

and the opening-out of a new attitude to space. Emerson (1856-1936) assigns to pure 

'staged' perspective, wherein overall sharpness of the picture plane is a formal 

requirement, the burden of facticity. Sharp photographs are scientific photographs. 

Further, the composition of ari-photographs is, for Emerson, not a matter of conscious 

method but rather a leaning-into his empiricistic instincts: composition is both an 

important matter for the photographer and yet also wordless, unteachable. His 

empiricistic contempt for the kind of self-conscious 'culture' which informs Robinson's 

work, and his Rousseauesque reverence for 'Nature', led Emerson to a photographic 

praxis which stresses encounter not construction, and which wrenches or plays with 

Renaissance perspective in various ways, letting in alternative meanings - via his 

combatively championed method of differential focusing, which deliberately destroys the 

integrity of the Renaissance 'stage', and via his interest in mist, snow, late evening or 

early morning light, in anything which isolates detail and heightens perception.

The version of formalism put forward by Laszlo Moholy-Nagy (1895-1946) 

begins by assigning to pure colour (independent of scenic representation) a biotic and 

evolutionary force and meaning. Since, however, the effects of pure colour can only be 

investigated via the border conditions of expanses of pigment, Moholy-Nagy's painterly 

concerns quickly transmuted themselves into a fascination with geometry, that is, with 

abstract spatial relationships.58 These initial painterly interests were also subject to his 

futuristic technical concern with photography, in which the only 'colours' available are 

shades of grey. Moholy-Nagy's desire to reveal the biotic basis of scenic representation 

led him, in his early photographs - which were often energetic celebrations of the
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architectural embodiments of early twentieth century science - to deal aggressively with 

the fixed viewpoint of Renaissance perspective, showing a marked partiality for the 

close-up and the aerial view. The effect of Moholy-Nagy's formalist theoretical 

orientation is to bar him from any consideration of the alternative meanings present in 

his own work: however, his most recent biographer, Eleanor Hight, has in a diligent, 

scholarly and interesting way brought out the vein of psycho-logical, psycho-social, and 

psycho-sexual disturbance in his photo-grams, photo-montages, and photo-graphs.59

In the photograph opposite, taken in 1930, Moholy-Nagy's geometrical 

fascination is clearly present, in the foreground deck-railing, in the winch-block at the top 

of the frame left and in the winch gear housings lower down frame right. However, 

these formal concerns are subordinated to the emotional impact of the four mid-ground 

figures, and their complex evocation of separation and exile. Moholy-Nagy's life was 

that of an early twentieth-century European intellectual nomad. His father deserted the 

family when Lazio was aged two: they moved a number of times in Hungary before 

settling with a maternal uncle (whose name he took) nine years later: before 1930 he 

had lived in Budapest, Vienna, Berlin, Weimar, Dessau, and again Berlin. The 

photograph opposite was taken whilst on holiday with Ellen Frank, with whom he had 

begun an affair sometime before his separation from his first wife Lucia in 1928. Read 

in context with his life, the figure waving the handkerchief in farewell, and the single hard 

receding bar of the deck-railing crossing the couple centred in the frame, makes of the 

photograph a melancholy commentary on the frailty of human relationships in the age of 

the machine: and, furthermore, one wherein Moholy-Nagy's argument with Renaissance 

perspective is used to good effect, opposing to the celebration of reason and
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individualism implicit within Alberti's mathematisation ot space the realities ot human 

brokenness and inadequacy. Moholy-Nagy's image is no less a narrative photograph 

than Robinson's (see illustration on page 62), yet its casual, found or encountered 

character gives it a far more compelling force and directness.

The Henri Cartier-Bresson (b. 1908) photograph shown opposite - taken in 

a model prison in the USA in 1975 - subverts perspective in a similar way to the Moholy- 

Nagy image. Where in a Renaissance painting (e g. Leonarda da Vinci's Last Supper) 

the perspectival grid is used in a highly inclusive manner, opening out the scene 

depicted to the viewer, here Cartier-Bresson uses it very effectively as social 

commentary to exclude the prisoner, whose consequent partial invisibility becomes a 

metaphor for societal rejection and for the dehumanisation of prison life.

Cartier-Bresson - whom Cecil Beaton refers to as 'one of the most

intelligent of all photographers' [5:186] - makes explicit the importance of the

geometrical abstraction of space in his authoritative theory of ‘the decisive moment':

'Photography implies the recognition of a rhythm in the world of real things...In 
photography there is a new kind of plasticity, product of the instantaneous lines 
made by movements of the subject. We work in unison with movement as 
though it were a presentiment o f the way in which life itself unfolds. But inside 
movement there is one moment at which the elements in motion are in balance. 
Photography must seize upon this moment and hold immobile the equilibrium of 
it...if the shutter was released at the decisive moment, you have instinctively 
fixed a geometrical pattern without which the photograph would have been both 
formless and lifeless.' [70:46-47, my italics].

The concern with spatial relationships as an aspectual window - as a route 

to other or further meaning - is here usefully and corroboratively evident. But Bresson's 

quote goes further than that, and articulates theoretically something already noted in
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passing, which began as praxis with Emerson: the way in which the use of perspective, 

originally understood (even after its objectification in the camera lens) as a slow, 

constructive activity, developed and distinguished itself within the discipline of 

documentary photography into a less rigid and confining way of working: into an 

existential encounter with the enabling 'window' of pure geometrical spatiality.

The final image here is taken from the last book by another very intelligent 

photographer - from my windowby André Kertész (1894-1985).60 The series of images 

on which the book is based were taken by Kertész after the death of his wife Elizabeth, 

to whom he had been married for forty-four years. His way of confounding perspective, 

and articulating his own human response to the death of Elizabeth, is to photograph in 

close-up, and in late afternoon or early morning light, the many small decorative objects 

they had together accumulated, or to use other small emblematic objects (like the flower 

in the illustration). In context, the poppy and its shadow - with the further line of shadow 

from the window bar - is a simple, gentle and eloquent commentary on the character of 

death: on the way it transforms the perceptions of the left-behind living about the dead 

one: and on the abrupt cancellation which a death (any death) brings about. Kertész' 

book as a whole is an extraordinary testimony to the actuality of his grief, full of precise 

intimations, like the poppy and its shadow, of an absence so potent that it becomes a 

presence. Like all good art, from my window eludes the divisions erected by single- or 

simple-minded theorists - it mimics nothing, it does not express Kertész' 'self', it is 

neither (objectivist) trace nor (subjectivist) transformation - it recognises and touches 

instead the artistic bedrock of a shared human reality. Kertész' book is also that very 

rare thing in photography, a fully symbolist work: he makes in it a world, separate from
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and yet full of intensely worked reference to, the world we all inhabit. Kertesz himself in 

his (few) recorded words about the character of photography appears an old-fashioned 

contradictory devotee of 'Realisme' and a lover of 'Nature' much like Emerson,61 yet his 

final work is a remarkable declaration of the capacity of photography as a vehicle for the 

imagination. As such, from my window eludes also the division between 'construction' 

and 'encounter': many of the images are made by the careful collocation of objects - yet 

the objects themselves emerge from a lifetime of shared experience, they bear the 

stamp of a day by day encounter with life: and Kertesz uses often the reflections of the 

sky above or the city below his window in the glass from which some of the objects are 

made, so they become a minuscule theatre wherein he encounters light.
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EPILOGUE: One Day in Novidevichr. The Story of a Photograph.

In February 1992, I went back to Moscow for the first time in eighteen

months, to work in the Soviet film archives, finding material for a film about tank warfare

in World War II. I sent poems home by fax:

‘The weather/ is as always winter is, in Moscow./ Months without sun, one day 
upon another's snow piled up/ and shifting like a tide/ while the thermometer 
wavers/ a few  degrees above and below/ freezing point. /  When once I ventured 
out, crossing the road,/ watching my feet and the last metre and a half o f grey 
slush at the gutter,/1 received, slap on my back/ a Moscow salutation,/ spat up by 
a careless truck wheel./ The speed and cold, liquifying/ lumpish weight/ o f this 
act o f pure arbitrary injustice/ left me stuttering, breathless on the pavement./ An 
old woman stopped and brushed me down, without fuss./ Normalne, normalne, 
she kept saying,/ and smiling with it.,

So the photograph was taken in Moscow, in the winter of 1992/ where

injustice was normal/ and the arbitrary taken for granted. A normal lack of normality, in

a country where inflation was running at around 200 percent per month: in a city where

the crime rate was accelerating at about the same speed and Mafiya gangs shot at each

other in the marketplace: in the capital of a rapidly contracting Empire, where rumours

of coup and counter coup swept through the populace like bushfire. A city on edge:

‘Somewhere on the horizon, smoke./ In his kiosk by the metro station/ a man 
looks up from his abacus/ and sticks his hand through the kiosk hatch/ as far as it 
can reach./ His fingers flutter and snatch,/ but it’s no use the banknotes/ melt like 
snowflakes on his fevered palm. /  When the substantial fades/ the ethereal takes 
on solidity:/ dreams materialise,/ while to be awake/ is a nightmare.’

But we were content, I and my translator-friend Lyosha. I rented his mother 

Anastasia’s small apartment in the Babuskinskaya suburb, and she moved in to the 

family home in the next-door apartment block, sharing a parsimonious ration of space 

with Lyosha’s wife Nina, daughter Anisia, and mother-in-law Katya. In our hired car -
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cheap at ten bucks American per diem - with driver Eugene Guskov, filmic fight arranger 

(when there were fights to be arranged, which wasn't often) and ex-professional 

wrestler, a man comfortable to be around and comforting to have around, reliable, lively, 

with a reassuring aura of toughness and solidity, we hurtled round that strange town in a 

fast dollar cocoon, working hard and well, with mutual respect and much success.

A few weeks later, and at last a day of sun. Lyosha - a keen photographer 

also - felt it as I did, lifting the Russian winter melancholy. We had no time to seek 

political excitements, so decided on a sitting target: Novidevichi cemetery, where half 

the Soviet establishment lies at rest. Once there, we walked around softly whilst Lyosha 

in his gentle uncondescending way pointed out the resting places of various worthies. 

Here was Khrushchev, denied a place in the Kremlin wall: here Ekaterina Furtseva, his 

cultural minister, remembered mostly for her love of the circus, a tough lady who had 

survived the post-thaw crackdown and kept her job under Brezhnev: here Dmitri 

Shostakovitch, composer, pianist, sometime friend of the murdered Red Army Marshal 

Tukhachevsky, later the recipient of a medal or two bearing the name and face of the 

murderer, Josef Vissarionovich Djugashvili, alias Stalin: here Sergei Eisenstein, whom 

Shostakovitch had despised as a toadying lickspittle. Now and again, above an 

untended grave, a Christian Orthodox cross.

I like statues. The Parisian street photographer Eugene Atget taught me 

something about carved stone, skin tones and black and white film. Light grey stone 

and flesh pink reflect approximately the same amount of light: by instantaneous 

chemical magic, statues come alive, made equivalent to frozen humans. Gradually
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slovidevichi flowered into a place of extraordinary meaning, with its Stalinist 

apparatchiks tucked down next to its mutually quarrelsome, cautiously dissident artists. 

If, like the cemetery inhabitants in Dostoevsky's story Bobok, they could but speak to 

each other, what arguments! What cheers, what wails of anger! Those with their 

larynxes trampled underfoot in life given a voice at the last, and turning in wrath to their 

neighbours, the proletariat class-representatives who had dutifully and cheerfully 

trampled on them! What croaks of Russian guilt, what moans! Novidevichi was 

swarming with ghosts, whose stationary above-ground manifestations were a cement, 

stone and polished marble syntax caught in an abundant moment, subject to the furious, 

ongoing reversion of history taking place outside the cemetery gates.

Lyosha and I drifted apart, down separate aisles, then together again, apart 

again. There is a distinct photographic mood, which I take on like a worn familiar coat. 

My consciousness moves to its extremities, suspends all extraneous business in favour 

of sheer presence, sheer attention: an intensely alive, outward turning contemplation, 

this seeing, this sensing, this slow pacing, feeling, was bent to the geometry of 

Novidevichi, and via that to the ironies brought about by the expiration of Soviet Russia, 

via that to the fact of history and to the deeply equivocal presence and absence of the 

past, and so onwards.... Thus I walked and peered through the viewfinder, silent, 

companionably at home with all things, despite my cold fingers. Yet what I saw did not 

entirely please me. A humanist graveyard is a strange place. The communist dead are 

significant only via their finalised contribution to the common good. The signs of 

Novidevichi mostly lacked transcendence, pointing backwards or downwards, to the 

vanished individual as Hero of (done, finished) Socialist Labour. The one signified of
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these many stone signifiers was a levelling stereotypical Party valour, vague, pompous 

and prosaic. The valour did not interest me, the pomposity could be a target for my 

lens, and was, but I sought something more than pomposity, and more than a target. I 

wanted not satire, but the poetry of Soviet history in that hour of bitter reversals. And 

then I glimpsed, here and there in the distance, first one clear-plastic wrapped 

monument, then another, and another, each of which drew me like a magnet, until finally

I found one that oscillated somewhere between my heart and the pit of my stomach. I 

took five exposures, of which one is shown above, all too prosaic, then stepped forward, 

tilted my Nikon deliberately to wrench the verticals, and took a sixth. And no more.
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Weeks later, back home in Britain, when the image (shown right) from this 

negative appeared through the wash of developer, I felt an extraordinary excitement, as 

though I were watching a beautiful and mysterious swimmer coming up from watery 

depths to hover just below a lake or sea-surface.

Three things come together in the image: history, or our being in time, that 

equivocal presence and absence of the past earlier mentioned: death, a drowning 

feeling, with which the passage of time is often associated: and the intimate fact of 

gender difference. The primary metaphorical vehicle in all three themes is the veiling of 

the face, but other aspects of the picture contribute in different ways.

It is not, in the end, a specifically Russian past that is revealed, but more 

generally European, for the face owns a hint of Renaissance ideal goddess, borrowed 

from the sculptor’s tradition and alienated by the intervening plastic covering. Her veiled 

delicate ideal femininity gives a sense, too, of the fragility of memory, of the enigma that 

adheres to the unquenchable particularity of past events, and to the partiality of our 

recall of them. The tilt of the head, seen through the wave-like ripples on the surface, 

suggests a painted wooden female figure on a ship's bowsprit, faring forward, as do we 

in time, into unknown reaches. The reflected tree on the black marble plinth to the right 

and behind her (none too visible in the photocopied version), with a patch of lit sky low 

under its branches, could be an image taken at sunrise or a sunset, hinting also at the 

passage of time.

Death by drowning is heavily implicit in the relationship between face and 

covering, and deepened in the interaction between the crumpled mid to dark greys of
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the bust and its surround and the sunlit snow on the right top surface of the bag, which 

works like a second surface to a depth, and has a crude and puzzling particularity, an 

intrusion of the actual, the prosaic, pushed to the limit of decipherability.

The image is, I think, very male. The distancing of the girl's face, its ideality 

and the neutrality or unreadibility of her expression, gets at the perpetual conundrum of 

the difference between men and women, the sheer mystery of sex, from a masculine 

point of view. The line of the lower edge of the bust is also highly evocative, carrying the 

suggestion of the neckline of a dress, and giving her a life after or alongside her death: 

a strange, ghostly animation.

And all these things are part of me: under a neutral appearance, an opacity 

of immediate expression, the image has a deeply personal rhythm .

And that is one story of this photograph, of my elegant Novidevichi lady 

submariner. Another story is found in the totality of this thesis: in the attempt to make 

sense of the whole experience of photography: in this long questioning of the process of 

making images via that curious, wonderful, and yet commonplace machine - the 

camera. By way of a concluding summary, there are three ideas which lie at the heart 

of all that which has gone before, and are crucial to it.

The first is the root 'given' of Calvinian philosophy, the idea of the cosmos 

as creation. Only within the bounds of such an idea of the world can the real matter of 

our intense relatedness to our context come to life, for only thus - in relation to the
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person of He who creates - can we be seen to be (personally) at home in the cosmos. 

We who live here belong here: and in my experience of photography, in the moment by 

moment living relation to the camera and to my circumambient universe, the sheer fact 

of human belonging becomes evident.

The sensory encounter of photography works that delicate edge where 

consciousness extends itself to greet the cosmos, and where the cosmos opens itself to 

human consciousness, for - as a consequence of our belonging - 'cosmos' and 

'consciousness' are not opposed poles but different modes of the same created life. 

And this sense of a mysterious given communion, underneath or beyond or simply other 

than the many actual hurts, alienations, separations, dislocations, and evils we endure, 

which I touch in taking photographs, is to me the healing of photography: the fleeting, 

occasional, and transient attainment of a state of joyful self-transcendence.

The second vital idea, which flows out from our belonging, is that of the 

reality of imagining. Those who imagine whilst making, and make in the grip of a vividly- 

conscious awareness of potential connections, relations, meanings, know that their 

making is not bounded by or limited to an artificially constricted notion of the self, for all 

such making is accomplished via the (actual, tough, many-textured) resistance of a 

discipline, a medium, and a complex of thematic possibilities, the three-part cosmos-in- 

us. To condemn the results of such making to the status of mere actualised 'subjectivity' 

is in any case to miss the point - 'subjectivity' is the ocean in which we all swim.

The third and final unquenchable notion at the heart of this thesis is that of 

photography's participation in imaginative activity. Finally, a camera is not a 'machine' in
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the sense of something separate from or opposed to human subject-consciousness: it 

is an accretion o f such consciousness, an actualised tradition or an objectified style, 

which style just happens to have a great deal of commercial potential in our technology- 

obsessed culture. That which the camera can escape, if allowed to, is not 

consciousness itself but individual consciousness: and whilst 'individuality' is not the 

central defining matter in art it is (nevertheless) important: only individual persons can 

actualise subtleties, nuances, or allusive possibilities.

That said, however, artistic 'individualities' are not islanded selves - all 

allusive 'making' takes place in tensile connection with a tradition. In this light, a camera 

is like a pen, or a brush, or a sculptor's chisel, for to pick up any of these things is to 

become subject to a world of prior ways of making. The only remaining unlikeness, is 

that a camera demands quicker wits, faster reflexes. The tradition imbedded between 

your two hands, or under your twitching finger, roars out of the starting grid with 

bewildering speed: the style talks fast and loud. Controlling such a strangely pro-active 

instrument, making it docile, compliant, making it speak of things both visible and 

invisible, is a far from simple matter: is a challenge to last a lifetime.
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NOTES.

1: The distinction here employed between the 'historical' and the 'systematic' is borrowed 
from the work of the Dutch Calvinian historian of philosophy D.H.T. Vollenhoven - 'historical' 
explanations are directed to past perceptions of particular states of affairs in the cosmos: 
'systematic' explanations are the writer or speaker's own perceptions of such states of affairs as 
they appear to him at a given moment. See for example D.H.T. Vollenhoven, De Consequent 
Problem-Historische Methode, in Philosophia Reformata 26 (1961), pp. 1-34. (Translated copy 
in author's files made by Robert Sweetman (Senior Member at the Institute for Christian Studies) 
for his History of Philosophy class, ICS 1996.)

2: See the dedication between the title and contents pages of On Photography.

3: As Linda Nochlin ably demonstrates, of all aesthetic terms 'realism' is one of the most 
protean, by reason of its 'ambiguous relationship to the highly problematical concept of reality' 
[J7:13J. As we shall encounter a number of realisms in the course of this thesis, and being duly 
forewarned by Nochlin's excellent discussion of realist painting and literature, I shall be as 
careful as I can to define and limit what is meant by the term on the occasion of each of its 
subsequent usages.

4: See [75:259] for a brief sampling of anti-Sontag rhetoric.

5: See [47] and John Tagg, The Currency of the Photograph, in Thinking Photography, 
ed. Victor Bürgin. Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1982.

6: See Victor Bürgin, Between (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), Looking at Photographs 
and Photography, Phantasy, Function, in Thinking Photography, ed. Victor Bürgin (Basingstoke: 
Macmillan, 1982), also Seeing Sense, in The End o f Art Theory: Criticism and Postmodernity, 
ed. Victor Bürgin (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1986).

7: See Allan Sekula, Photography Against the Grain: Essays and Photo-Works (Halifax: 
The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, 1984), Dismantling Modernism, 
Reinventing Documentary, in Photography, Current Perspectives, ed. Jerome Liebling (New 
York: Light Impressions, 1978), also On the Invention of Photographic Meaning, in Thinking 
Photography, ed. Victor Bürgin (Macmillan, Basingstoke 1982).

8: See Douglas Crimp, On the Museum's Ruins. Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1993.

9: I am indebted for the argument which follows, contra the postulate of scientific 
autonomy, to the section entitled 'CONDITIONES PHILOSOPHIAE' in Calvin Seerveld's 
unpublished ’SKELETON TO PHILOSOPHY 101', pp. 3-6, and to Roy Clouser, [77:204-218].

10: One possible objection to my argument re. Sontag's scientism would be to stress 
Sontag’s interest not in the nature but in the political fu n c tio n s) of photography, and to note that 
such a limited kind of interest leaves space within photography for other sons of functions. 
However, it is my contention that Sontag's inclusion of the whole of the photographic enterprise 
within the twin characteristic epistemological strategies of late corporate capitalism, 
institutionalised in mass media praxis as 'spectacle' and as 'surveillance', and her dismissal of the 
possibilities of art-photography, represents a de facto shift from a strictly functional analysis of 
photography to an analysis of photography per se.
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11: On this view, Eisenger’s judgement of Sontag as the first American postmodernist 
photographic critic [75:258] takes on a certain irony. Eisenger's judgement is not inaccurate: 
the irony lies in the way in which it reveals postmodernism's perennial attempt to bite its own 
tail, to critique 'science' from within a Marxist and/or Freudian intellectual context in which the 
attitudes of modem science, in one form or another, are so deeply engrained in the path to public 
knowledge as to be virtually unavoidable.

12: For a glimpse of the analytical deployment of these categories, see [39:467-472].

13: Ian Jeffrey notes Robinson's flirting with Ruskin and Pre-Raphaelitism [22:45] in his 
search for the inspiration for his early art-photographs. Yet although Robinson quotes Ruskin 
approvingly on a number of occasions [34:10,15-16,59-60 33:19,35-36], he shows little real 
inclination to apply Ruskin's complex and difficult aesthetic theories [35:65], and he moved on 
from Pre-Raphaelitism fairly quickly to develop his interest in 'the picturesque' as a more 
practicable stylistic model.

14: In the context of Robinson's concern with pictorial form, it is worth noting Joel 
Eisenger's designation of Robinson's aesthetic theory as 'an early and academic version of 
formalism' [75:20], It needs to be borne in mind here, however, that Robinson's formal strictures 
are in no sense directed against the appearance of literary elements within the picture plane, as 
are those of Moholy-Nagy and the other apostles of formalism's ‘New Vision’.

15: See Abrams' discussion of Plato's concept of imitation [7:8-9] and of Plotinus' revision 
of Plato [7:42-43]: also Seerveld's brief analysis oiThe Curse o f Beauty, [37:28-31].

16: See [79:plates 32,46,47,60,63,69,77,82,96,99,100] and [79:plates 29,43,53,54,78,79, 
80,81,95],

17: For good general descriptions of the wet collodion process, from within the technical 
parameters of which Robinson learnt his craft, see [5:254] and [27:12-13], For a detailed 
description of Robinson’s actual methods, see [79:34-38,97-99],

18: See [7:21] for Abrams' account of the way in which the reprioritisation of an idea of 
instinctual and divinely-inspired genius became the location for the emergence of the 
expressive, artist-centred view of poetry.

19: See Nancy Newhall [30:57-58,60,63-67,70-74,78,82], and Margaret Harker, Emerson 
and the Linked Ring [27:64-68], p.65-66.

20: George Davison was an early advocate of Emerson's theory of 'naturalistic photography' 
who offended Emerson by (i) failing to credit him sufficiently during a lecture to the Society of 
Arts and by (ii) pushing Emerson's theory of differential focusing beyond its proper compass. 
See Emerson [77:A RENUNCIATION: unnumbered appendix], Nancy Newhall [30: 92-93], and 
Margaret Harker, Emerson and the Linked Ring [27:64-68], p.66-68, and [20:31],

21: Various writers have noted the perplexing character of Emerson’s theories. See
Beaumont Newhall [25:97] for whom Naturalistic Photography was 'a curious mixture of truth 
and fallacy': Margaret Harker, who maintains that 'Emerson contradicted himself and some of 
his statements are confused as well as confusing’ [20:29] and in Emerson and the Linked Ring 
[27:64-68], p.65, states that Naturalistic Photography ’is contradictory, confusing, and 
sometimes incoherent’: Peter Turner and Richard Wood, P 77 Emerson (London: Gordon Fraser,
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1974) p. 28, to whom 'Emerson was both dogmatic and, apparently, confused': and Joel 
Eisenger, [75:21], who states that Emerson's book 'is confused and idiosyncratic'. Ian Jeffrey 
[22:67-72], adroitly refrains from direct mention of Naturalistic Photography, limiting himself to 
a consideration of Emerson's artistic productions. Nancy Newhall [50:62-74,89-103] avoids 
detailed analytical commentary on Emerson's book by quoting at length in narrative historical 
fashion from the press reviews and from Emerson's amended text to the third edition.

22: Emerson was one of the pioneers of the outdoor use of dry plate technology, which in 
its general parameters is the system we use today, and which initiated a revolution in 
photographic mobility, in the capacity to cover ground and record action. There is thus a very 
definite technological impulse behind much of Emerson's work in, and reflections upon, 
photography. For a good brief description of dry plate technology see [8:255]: for a short 
account of the dry plate revolution and its effects see [21:12-15].

23: Emerson’s comments re. the 'sage of the university' are a polemic sideswipe at the 
eminent Victorian art critic John Ruskin, of whom more anon..

24: Emerson's unwarranted assimilation of the Idealist attributes of the beautiful to an 
otherwise empiricised view of nature distinguishes his version of 'Naturalism' from Zola's 
literary school of the same name: any hint of Darwinian natural violence is immediately 
subsumed by Emerson within a more dominant vision of natural harmony [76:248, 50:181].

25: In addition to their inadequate understanding of the goals of science, see Nochlin 
[57:43], the Realists also misunderstood Rousseau, whose radical critique of culture contains no 
exemption for scientific knowledge. See Jean-Jacques Rousseau, A Discourse on the Moral 
Effects of the Arts and Sciences, in Rousseau, The Social Contract & Discourses. London: J.M. 
Dent and Sons, 1973, pp. 1-26.

26: In the third edition of Naturalistic Photography Emerson, further, describes Courbet's 
painting The Stonebreakers as 'one of the greatest works I ever saw' [77:119].

27: For a detailed account of Whistler’s long, complex and difficult relationship with the 
peasant-apostle of Réalisme, Gustave Courbet, see [2:47,76,85,94-95,104, 110,129- 
134,138,153-154,161,167-169,171-172], For a more concise summary of Whistler's relationship 
with the Realist movement and his adoption of I’art pour l'art, see [24:67-156].

28: For the history of Emerson's involvement with the NEAC see [2:303-305,327-328] and 
Kenneth McConkey's scholarly Dr Emerson and the Sentiment of Nature, in [27:48-57],

Anderson and Koval, Whistler's biographers, also state that Emerson 'drew heavily’ on 
The Naturalistic School o f Painting, a book by Francis Bate, secretary of the NEAC [2:429], 
although Emerson himself denies this [7 7:A RENUNCIATION: unnumbered appendix],

29: For Emerson’s disdainful opinion of Ruskin see [76:73-74, 50:38],

30: For a concise and accurate summary of Emerson's life, see Clive Wilkinson, One of the 
Hard Old Breed: A Life of Peter Henry Emerson, in [27:2-6]).

31: Taken from the republished version of an interview originally printed in The World, 
May 22nd 1878, and seen by Linda Merrill as part of Whistler’s attempt to expound ’principles 
he would later use to defend himself ' in his suit against Ruskin (see Linda Merrill, A Pot o f 
Paint. Washington & London: Smithsonian Press, 1992, pp. 68-69).
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32: Emerson relates his change of heart on the art-status of photography to misgivings 
subsequent to 'conversations with a great artist after the Paris Exhibition’ in 1889 [17: A 
RENUNCIATION: unnumbered appendix]. According to Anderson and Koval, Whistler's 
biographers, Emerson met Whistler in August 1890 [2:430], and as Emerson's refutation of 
photography's art-status pivots on the statement that 'Art - as Whistler said - is not nature - is not 
necessarily the reproduction or translation of it' [17: A RENUNCIATION: unnumbered 
appendix], it seems a safe and reasonable assumption that Emerson's mysterious 'great artist' was 
indeed Whistler.

33: 'PROPOSITION XVI' of Emerson's redrafted theory of art and nature states: 'That 
though photographs are sometimes more beautiful than art, they never equal Nature when she 
sings in tune. Indeed, I submit that when Nature “sings in harmony” she is more beautiful than 
photography or art: unrivalled in her delicacy, fineness, and distinction.' [17:1:189]

34: It is worth noting here that Seerveld’s perception of historical periods as (partially or 
occasionally concurrent) seasons in cultural affairs also leaves good space for recognising the 
sheer elusiveness of change, since the way of seeing things typical of one cultural dynamic 
necessarily emerges up through, or in intellectual tension with, the terminology and intellectual 
habits of a prior or contemporarily more dominant dynamic.

35: See for example the treatment of Robinson by Beaumont Newhall [25:61,97-98], a 
book which is still the most easily available standard text on photographic history.

36: See [79:plates 43-104] for a wider selection of Robinson's photographs.

37: See [30:140-259] for a wider selection of Emerson's photographs.

38: Robinson's class-biased comments on the use of real country-men, women and children 
as photographic models have provided the only moments of humour in the otherwise dour 
course of researching this thesis: 'Now, as regards models, I seldom find the “real thing” to 
quite answer my purpose. The aboriginal is seldom sufficiently intelligent to be of use, 
especially if you have “intention” in your work' [35:51-52]. 'Old people are often very useful in 
landscapes. With them, as with children, you may take the real native. It is between the age of 
ten and thirty that the genuine peasant is so difficult to manage' [35:55]. 'With a well-trained 
model, always supposing you do your work properly, you can get nearer to nature than nature 
herself... Besides being extremely difficult to manage, very awkward and self-conscious, it is not 
easy to explain what you want to a fresh caught peasant' [33:98], 'The lower classes are often 
picturesque, but too often too stupid to understand what is required, or they are board-school 
trained, wash themselves, and help you past endurance'[33:101].

39: See for example Beaumont Newhall’s comments on Emerson [25:86, 97-99,102-105], 
and the slant of Nancy Newhall's text in [30:3-136],

40: See in particular Discourse III, [32:102-115],

41: See Discourse VII, [32:174-203], and Seerveld, The Curse o f Beauty, [35:29].

42: August Comte began publishing his six-volume bible of positivism, the Cours de 
Philosophie Positive, in 1830 and completed it in 1842. H.P. Robinson’s photographic 
careerstarted in 1851 and ended with his death in 1901. Robinson's working life thus spanned 
the period of Comte's popularisation, and of the spread of positivism.
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43: A certain irony needs to be noted here, aside from the main line of my argument. In the 
context of Emerson's time and place, the legitimation of photography meant its acceptance as 
an. His very public adoption, in January 1891, of the I’art pour I’art art/nature duality, his 
assignment of photography to the status of (purely) natural process, and consequent denial of the 
camera's status as an art-instrument - although this later becomes subject to a deep equivocation 
within the whole structure of his theory - appeared to a certain faction of his actual community 
(the Edwardian devotees of photography who made up the membership of the Royal 
Photographic Society of Great Britain) to be not the legitimation of photography but its betrayal. 
Emerson’s analytical forcing of the issues of photography, science, art, thus contributed 
considerably to the October 1891 schism between photographic artists and photographic 
scientists in the RPSGB which led to the departure of Robinson and other photo-artists and the 
founding, in May 1892, of the (art-oriented) Linked Ring Brotherhood. Emerson's behaviour 
throughout this institutional upset has also a strange ironic edge: he remained with the scientists 
of the RPSGB, meanwhile working on some of his finest art-photographs, later published as On 
English Lagoons (David Nutt, London 1893). I suspect that Emerson's ejection of photography 
from the bounds of art had so alienated Robinson and his supporters that any possibility of his 
joining them in the Linked Ring was out of the question. His subsequent isolation within the 
RPSGB left the photo-aesthetic field largely to Robinson's version of Pictorialism. (See [20:52- 
68] for a detailed account of the RSPGB schism and the establishment of the Linked Ring.)

44: August Comte - the founder of positivism - denied the validity of the empirical concern 
with sense data and sought an approach to universal natural law which ignored all perceptual 
concerns, see Comte, The Positive Philosophy, trans. and abridged by Harriet Martineau in 2 
vols. from Comte’s 6 vol. Cours de Philosophie Positive. London: Triibner & Co., 1875, Vol. I, 
pp. 9-10, 379-390.

45: Thomas Wedgwood, son of the pottery magnate Josiah Wedgwood, was the first (in 
1802) to discover the capacity of silver nitrate to react to light, in the course of chemical 
experiments related to his father's business [28:12]: Nicephore Niepce, whose work between 
1816 and his death in 1833 laid the groundwork for the invention of the Daguerreotype, was 'a 
French landowner with scientific interests, an experimenter in lithography and heliography' 
[5:9]: William Henry Fox Talbot, who whilst experimenting in 1835 with a technique he had 
first tried 'many years before' [25:31], perfected the salt printing process, 'began scientific 
research...at an early age' and was 'engrossed in mathematics, physics, astronomy, botany, 
archaeology and chemistry' [5:10]: Sir John Hay Herschel, who in 1839 discovered the capacity 
of sodium thiosulphate to fix paper prints developed by Talbot's method, was an 'astronomer and 
scientist' [28:32].

46: See for example [50:289], also Woolhouse, Locke's Philosophy o f Science and 
Knowledge (Oxford: Blackwell, 1971), pp. 111-114; also Ayers, LOCKE Volume II Ontology 
(London: Routledge, 1991), p. 65.

47: There are other detailed evocations of seeing worthy of note in the course of Locke’s 
Essay. 'The perception of the mind being most aptly explained by words relating to sight' clear 
ideas are those most like objects 'placed in a light sufficient to discover minutely to us the figure 
and colours which are observable in it' [72:205], Intuitive knowledge, 'like bright sunlight 
forces itself immediately to be perceived, as soon as ever the mind turns its view that way', and 
in such knowing the mind 'perceives the truth as the eye doth light’ [72:304], The erosion of
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certainty in deductive knowledge is 'like a face reflected by several mirrors one to another’, 
wherein 'every successive reflection' produces 'a lessening of that perfect clearness and 
distinctness which is in the first' until it acquires 'a great mixture of dimness' [i2:306],

48: I am indebted to John W. Yolton, The science of nature, in JOHN LOCKE - Problems 
and Perspectives, ed. John Yolton (London: Cambridge University Press, 1969), for bringing the 
quoted passage to my attention.

49: I am indebted to Donald Preziosi, Rethinking Art History (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1989), p. 59, for bringing the quoted passage to my attention.

50: The conventional histories of photography have tended to ignore Barthes' crucial 
distinction between the 'two orders' of photography, seeing in the camera obscura and in other 
similar Renaissance optical devices a technical developmental logic sufficient to explain the 
invention of photography. See for example [22:11-12], and Aaron Scharf, Art and Photography 
(London: Penguin Books, 1983), pp. 19-23.

51: See Charles Baudelaire, Photography, in [29:113],

52: I do not here mean to raise the spectre of Marxian 'alienation': the invention of the 
camera obscura was 'alienative' only in the sense that it displaced a specific aspectual function 
from its human inter-aspectual context.

53: According to Beaumont Newhall, 'The first published account of the use of the camera 
as an aid to the draftsman appeared in Giovanni Battista della Porta's book, Natural Magic, of 
1558. Ten years later Danielo Barbaro, professor at the University of Padua, and author of a 
treatise on perspective, showed that a more brilliant image could be produced by substituting a 
lens for the pinhole...' [25:11]. The camera obscura was thus in active use by artists for some 
270 years before the development of photo-chemical techniques: i.e. for some 100 years longer 
than the photographic camera has yet been in existence. This fact is worth a moment or two’s 
reflection: for it argues that the treatment of the camera obscura as merely an ‘antecedent’ to the 
modem camera is somewhat facile, and the result of a certain flattening of historical perspective. 
The camera obscura had a definite life and meaning of its own within the Renaissance world
view, and it is significant that the coming-to-be of photography proper took place not in the 
Italian heartland of the Renaissance but at its French and English periphery.

54: An interesting historical accompaniment to the development of photo-chemical 
materials, equipment and procedures in the mid nineteenth century can be seen in the separating 
out of scientific and artistic communities within European culture. This parting of the 
epistemological ways owns alongside its intellectual logic, in the opposed developments of 
positivism on the one hand and Romanticism on the other, a simple economic rationale - an 
effect of the Lockeian displacement of artistic agency. The chemical procedures of 
photography, unlike the optical procedures, make the artist him- or her-self redundant. The fact 
that the image produced by a camera obscura required the use of the traditional drawing skills of 
an artist to complete it preserved the employment of artists: the fact that the image produced by 
the camera utilised in conjunction with photo-chemical technology did not, led ultimately to the 
demise of a number of art-genres, notably those of newspaper and periodical illustration and 
miniature portrait painting, and to the consequent sharp rise in unemployment amongst the later 
nineteenth century European artistic community. So photography, by thus removing much 
honest journeyman work from the reach of visual artists, contributed greatly to the rise of the
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myth of the Bohemian artist and the general attraction between art and a muted and culturally 
interpreted variant of political radicalism.

55: Photography's scientific role as a mode or a means of comparison - wherein the effects 
of change are arrested in each individual image and thus become highly visible via a series of 
such images - is more or less redundant when photography is employed as a form of art, for the 
whole long tradition of Western art shows a distinct preference for the individual image over the 
series, and its imaginative or metaphorical methodological bent is in fact albeit in part a way of 
centring duration within the frame: of calling in meanings alternative to the merely (time- 
bound) demands of verisimilitude, This traditional emphasis upon single (imaginative) artifacts 
has the effect of throwing a sharp light upon the mimetic and Lockeian sources of the original 
(scientific) believability of photographs. The relationship between object and individual image 
which in the empirical and scientific use of photographs is sheerly presuppositional, a 
necessarily taken-for-granted utilitarian element, becomes in the artistic use of photography a 
zone of considerable uncertainty.

56: The act of 'defining' art is not for Seerveld an attempt to exhaust the meaning of art, or 
to 'capture the sum total of art by one throw of the loaded theoretical dice' [47:126]. Rather, 
Seerveld’s definition indicates the qualifying function of art-objects, that is, their aestheticity, 
leaving untouched the various other dimensions in which art also functions - the social, the 
psychical, the political, etc..

57: See for example [38:21-24] and Calvin Seerveld, The Relation of the Arts to the 
Presentation of Truth in Truth and Reality, Festschrift for H.G. Stoker (Braamfontein: DeJong, 
1971), pp. 127-43.

58: See Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Über das Gegendstandliche und Gegenstandlose, in Malerie 
Fotografié Film. (Mainz: Florian Kupferberg Verlag, 1967. Facsimile reproduction of the 
second edition of the eighth book in the 'Neue Bauhausbiicher' series, pub. München: Passavia 
Druckerei AG Passau, 1927.)

59: Eleanor Hight, Picturing Modernism Boston: MIT Press, 1995.

60: André Kertész, from my window. Boston: New York Graphic Society, 1981.

61: 'I am a sentimentalist - bom that way, happy that way. Maybe out of place in today's 
reality.' 'It has been said that my photos “seem to come more out of a dream than out of reality.” 
I have an inexplicable association with the thing I see. This is the reality.' '...1 cannot analyse 
my work. People often ask, “How did you do this photograph?” I do not know, the moment 
came. I know beforehand how it will come out. There are few surprises. You don't see; you 
feel the things.' 'You do not have to imagine things; reality gives you all you need.' 
'Photography cannot make nature more beautiful. Nature is the most beautiful thing in the 
world. You can show the beauty, illustrate it, but it is never the real beauty - very far from it. 
We don't know how beautiful nature really is.' From André Kertész, Great Master 
Photographers: Kertész on Kertész (London: British Broadcasting Corporation, 1985, based on 
a filmed interview by Peter Adam), pages 38, 76, 99, 105, 114.
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